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FILINSTER
IS-CAUGHT
CARRYING ARMS TO CUBA—
OFFICERS CAPTURE 15,000
Rifles.
THE HILLS FOR BUENA
Government Troops Are Being Carel
fuIlly Drilled in Anticipaion
of Long Conflict.
WILL BE NO COMPROMISE
Wilmington, Del., Sept. 1.—The
crew of a vessel carrying arms and
ammunition for the Cuban revolution:
ists was captured by federal officials
in the Delaware bay on Tuesday night
Firteen thousand rifles were found on
board. The seven memberrs of the
boat's crew, however, were reieased.
The arrest of these men was kept
quiet so as not to intfrfete with the
capture of the schooner Marietta at-
King Charlet, the ..:atiegeti filibuster,
which left'Carney's Point at midnight
Weoneaday night. This vessel has
gone, hoever.
V. Barranco, representing the Cu-
ban .consul its New YOrk, had a cons
ference last evening with United
States District Attmkey John P.
Nields and United States Commis-
s'oner W011iam G. Mahaffey. The
former notified United States !Kr-
shal William 'R. Finn to have him-
self and deputies ready to proceed to
the vessel in the Delaware river on
a moment's notice. confiscacts her
cargo and arrest the digest I. • ' .•
, The boat 14t with all lights out
put with her Uilry gasoline engine
working slowly to avoid making ton
much noise. The vessel moved off .0
WOULD NOT READ NOTIFIED
SUNDAY PAPERS THE POLICE
ABHORRED TOBACCO Attli) BONDING COMPANY SENT
LIQUOR—TURNS OUT TO NOTICES TO EACH
BE A THIEF. OFFICER.
VOL. 23, NUMBER 113
IT WAS THE
WRONG MAN
MAN ARRESTED NEAR FUL-
TON FOR THE BASS
MURDER
Sensation in Case of Banker HiPPle TWELFTH DAY• Of SEPTEMBER IS BROUGHT TO THE CITY
Man
SVEN 
that Frank K. Hippie, the late presi-
POLICE ARE NOT WORRIED WANTED TO COME ANYWAYdent of the concern, had stolen se- ,
curities valued at $65,000 and that the
1 di of' 000000 to Adolph Segalen ng 5, ,
OffKlaton insufficient security amountedYesterday, each wiice of tlia to as
much as theft, created a profound sen- altY received the following not ce:
sation throughout the city Friday. ' It`lifaclagaii,, Ky., Sept. ?, grog
The revelation was an especially f''Mr. 
"Whereas, Tbe‘Titlit Guaranty aud'cruel blow to his many intimate,'
the Surety company of Scranton, Penn.,most of whom are prominent in
arePresbyterian church either as clergy- at present on your bond as police-,
men or laymen. Iman of the City of Paducah, Ky., and,
whereas, said company is desirous ofGreat Confidence. iteing relieved of further .'ability of'
So aigb wa4 their cs,timation of the said bond, now this writing is in-
man who abiteirqct tobacco and liquor tended to tastily( you that, the ;coin!
and 'refrained from reading Sunday rany will on Ole 12th day of Septem-
papers lilt not Only the varioas her. 1906, make applicat on to the
organizationa in the Presbytecian McCracken circuit court to , .rtes
clout+ made the trust company thtLir leased from further liability •as auNxdepository. butahutrateds of members 
.on said bond. and to require you to
fithat ,damoninatjon placed their ,execut a new bond .as required by Sec.
'e‘y in his company. 4659 of Kentucky statutes."
, member of pastors who used i The notice • signed by the corn-
'the an to care or their savings Wits pany per its local attorney,
exceptionally large. Most of them re-i As was stated in the Register, theftteed to entertain the theory that Hip-' police have decided to refuse to re-
nle ended his own life and it was dif- iease the company, and since the mat-ficult ta make them believe that his ter was published the attorney Is%secret organizations wer as irregular alleged to hive sai
as they are alleged to be. In addition have beed badly a
church work. Mr. Hippie took fusing.. • The attor4e& quotedi asan active interest in reform politics saying. further:
and is said to tiaVatbri11,4" hereon-
 "There can be no question abouttributor to thit tefortherss cittipaign our right to be released. It is thefun& in last year's notable contest in same thing as a mart beng on the-quietly that it resetubleed a specter, this city. bentd of another, and if he fears themit Negligent Directors. csher is guina toidgfsult, to ask for
• •Palma Stands Firm for No Compro. The criticism heretofore expressed his release. 
Some of thE sea( at least do notmiss. by depositors of the failure of, the
'Havana, Sept. I.—Word is hourly directors of the company to discover szree with the attorney. They say
' that the bond, and the paper theyHippies transactions has increased,expected of another battle in Pinar 
signed: partak.e. of 1. contract wherebydel Rio. General Guerra. after meeting and many of the larger creditors are
.the hotiding company agrees to atangry at what they term the negli-• reverse yesterday near Guanes, is
again seeking to avoid a general genre fthese men. There is now as their bondsmen kir the term of one
gagement. but Colonel Avalos hopes 
.en-
pending before the local courts an ap-:).•eats and said tern, will not expire
plication for the appointment of a :or five months yet.to drive him into a corner for the 
This is the present statue. and thePurpose of forcing him to a battle. coreceiver who shall directly repre-1 
come IOU be watched with sentGuerra, while he is known to be in the depositors and inform them of cut in-
fear that if he does not fight he will the true condition of the company. Iterest by the pubi-s.
be caustic be tween two superior forces It is alleged that eeveral of the di-
when the troops, which have been rectors had knowledge that some of NEGRO CANDIDATEsent to Cortez, land to-night or to- transactions were unsafe, but
morrow. he is reported moving back they had such confidence in his in-1 SUES FOR DAMAGES.into the interior and taking all his
MempH'is. Tenn Sept 1.—J. M. Ty-3.000 
with him. They number quite
ler, a negro living in the &itch districtmen If Guerra can get to thehills, for which he is headed, with- of Shelby county, and who was a can-
out being intercepted, be is Mit that didate for Magistrate in the recentr he can prevent a decisive battle for
some time He hope to tire out the
• governtnent forces.
•
It seems to be the policy of the in-
s aurgente to let matters drag along in
the belief, that the people will grow
weary of the expense and join with
the rebels in demanding a complete
change in the government. In Havana
province, for instance, Colonel As-
bert. the rebel leader, keeps his men
widely scattered. He has probably
a total of t.000 men at hie call and,
yet it is ricnibtful if he has ever hid
snore than 200 with him at any time
'since the uprising took place They
come and go as small hawk and. yet
are apparently acting tinder general
'plan and are prepared to come to-
gether at any moment when concen-
tration is desired by the leaders. They
• Y. 'keep the whole province in a state of
alarm. No town is safe from them.
Even Havana has its nervous fits.
The government seems at last tohave realized that the suppression ofg the revolt is to be somethinf more
than a holiday parade and now the
officials are acting with deliberation.
Everything is (Orme with the idea that
the campaign is to be a protracted
one. ?Zen are being carefully drilled
aind all Inc,veg are thoughtfully
'planned.
Paarna still Wilts that there will he
no compromise.
SERIOUSLY 1L1,.
employes of the company were 'waltz for alleged damages against the cairn-
there was something wrong with thety election commission, John B.
accounts Several of them went so Dickinson, B. B. Bowen and C. B.
far as to leave checks with their fel-!Quinn. charging that the commisaion-
low employes when they went on va-.ers left his name off the ballot and
cation for an immediate withdrawal of failed to restore it. He claims that
their deposits if their suspicions were on discovering the mistake on the
confirmed. • -num, i day of the election, he immediately
The receiver has become so alarined (sled the attention of the commis-
at the criticism expressed by credi-:s;on to it and that later a ballot con-
toe! that he has issued a statement to taming his name was issued. but be-
depoaitons askslin gthemt not to take' cause of the fact it failed to contain
part in litigation at the expense of the name of another candidate, it was
their funds before they have talked refused at the polls.
with him. The failure of the Reall
of Philadelphia, Who Was a ;
Religious Leader.
. 1
' Day Set For Application to Circuit But Proves to Be the Wrong
' Court for "Release" from and Was Immediately
Estate Trust Company of this city,
Philadelphia, Sept. t.—The state- Further Liability. Released.silent of Receiver Earle, of the Real
tegrity that they did tint suspect the
true state of affairs or entertain fEe
belief that his operations were irregu-
lar
Clerks Knew It.
to the
thus r -
It became known yesterdayh t th primaries has brought stilt for $5.008
:
.1•-•
. Ufon the itre#1010 of as/ L'affeked
affidavit made by a woman whose
name s not istiosed r i j'Y 11 d police, • a
titan supposed to be James (Jrrahain
was arrested by Lieutenant of/ Police
Tom Potter yesterday near Fulton.
The police received informatioa
that the man was working on a farm
near Pulton, and Lieutenant Potter
went there yesterday.
, Taa officer found the man alright
tiro" *as twit:osier ti¢ Was the Graham
a%;:titeil.
' The young fellow came wifingly,
astd when Lieutenant Potter arrived
Hat night about a o'clock he tele-
phoned for an officer who knows
Graham to meet him and the suspect
at the depot.
Officer, Will Rogers met them at
the station, and as soon as he saw the
man, said:
"That's not the man."
The young man took the matter
set- coolly, and !au hingly remarked:
" 11, a avanted o come to Padu•
cah r 'lib r day a yhow." and when
to di e' wi's releis d. unconcernedly
walked away, coming in to the city.
. The story the woman is alleged tc
Faye told ts, ,in substance, as follows:.
She (the iitiknown 'woman) claimed'
that On thi'lighl of -the murder-141in.
James Graham, a youth about .ao
yeati old 'confessed the crime to her
CM the night of the murder. She said
Graham came to her house to wash
his hands, and when she observed
blood . on him, he said he had just
killed a fellow by the iiame of Bass.
'he said he told her he used an iron'
rod and had been trying ta get the
fellow's money away from him for
two days. She -sad he told her he
got the fellow drunk and tried to in-
iduce him to sleep on the ground near
'Sixth and Terrell streets, and -When!Bass rebelled he knocked him sensef iefs wah an iron rod, and then belt
1 out hit brains. ' He thought Bass was,
(dead uc added that :f sass was still
1 alive he soon would die. He ex-
hibited $45, she said, which he had
taken from the murdered man.
joins Father In Asylum.
Covington, Ky., Sept. to—In the
circuit court to-day Eva McIntyre,
now only a remnant of a once beauti-
ful girl, was tried for lunacy. Some
time *go she became infatuated with
the Rev. Herbert S Bigelow, without
his knowledge.
Her condition was such to-day that
the- physicians did not think it ad-
visable to bring her into court Her
affliction is double as the father is also
an inmate of the Lakeland Asylum
where the girl will be sent.
.1••••=1,Estate Trust Company is likely .o 
lead to a revision of the state laws Resurrection Has Spread togoverning trust companies. Under,
the present laws trust companies inl
this state are permitted to do surety
business and a movement is now on
foot to separate the two
SURPLUS IN WORLD'S CROPS
Production of Grains Greatly Exceeds
Consumption.
Province of Puerto Principe
FORMER SPEAKER OF HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES DUR-
ING LIBERAL ASCENDANCY IS THEIR LEADER—OPENLY
EQUIP THESELVES AND LEAVE TOWN IN AN ORDERLY
MANNER—MAYOR SUMMONS RURAL GUARDS TO ATTACK
THEM.
Havana, Sept. 1.—It became known
today that the insurrection' has spread
to the province of. Puerto Principe.
Seventy meg have taken up arms
at Moron, that province, led by
(,arc a Canizares. speaker of the
House of Representatives during the
Liberal ascendancy in that body.
The members of the band openly
equipped themselves and left the
town in an orderly. manner. The
mayor of Moron soon summoned the
Rural Guards in the vicinity and fol-
lowed the insurgents wait the pur-
pose pf engaging pieta.
Another Band.
Later the governor of the province
of Ptierto Principe, notified the
satbofities hire that 'a mounte ' party
of zoo men had, taken rip 'sr s it
Arroyo Blenco, near Clego De Avra,
„
germerlawomiewometionesmoomootimmo•
1,-Awrosmenomaimplowbommimombee. 
• 4tomposlowastmovitomft,owvinspootwie.*
'Mrs. A. 1. Decker Who Was Over-
come by Mat Several Days Ago.
Mrs N T. Decker who was ovOr-
,cotne by heat several days awl is in
11 very critical condition at her home,
corner Ninth and Broadway.
After being conveyed to her home
she ral ied and for a few dart seemed
to he rapidly recovet4tts. istit last
tight Ihe had a relAtAte and her
friends are much alarmed.
Budapest, Sept. I —r-,! Hungarian
iranister of agriculture 'o.lay issued
his annual estanates of the a•orld'e
cross, showing the total yields in
tmiiMion . of. meter-centers to be:
Wheat, coo 000,000 as compared with
garin000tio last year: . rye) 382 ow.-
000, compared with 394 (moon(); bar-
ley, 31a ocio,000 compared with 307.-
000,000; oats, 527,006 coo, compared
with 534.o6n000; maze, 9ft7,000,000,
compared with otbs,000,000.
The minister eatimatat the world's
total requirements of all grains at
3.131.00d000 meter-centners, so that
with the supplies remaining from
prev:ous crops, amounting to 9t,000,-
000 meter-centnera he, estimates That
the surplus of all giitirts! for toe-7
4vfll be in tha neighborhood of Tito.-
coo 000 meter-centners.
twenty-two miles southwest of
Moron. This force is commanded by
Dellom Sanchez, an ex-revolutionary
general.
Gov. Silvia. of Puerto Principe, has
begun enrolling volunteers. The city
excitement,
ciPtitemeretn.uer o Principeis in a state of
Raid Made.
band of insurgents, numbering
about zoo men, raided Ranchuelo
near Cienfuegos, province of Santa,
Clara, yesterday, taking al the horses
andathe contehts of the treasury, $1.-
700. Thirty Rural Guards have
started from Cenfuegos for Santa
Clara on an armored. train. The city
hall at Cienfuegos has been fortified.
the authorities of the city' of Pinar
Del Rio have organized a large force
of 3on special police and a hundred
city militiamen.
MAY INDICT
BANK DIRECTORS
INDICTMEN1TS AGAINST ALL
DIRECTORS OF STENS-
LAND'S BANK TO BE
ASKED.
Attorney and Police Clash Over Open-
ing Young Stensland's Letters
Seeking Clews.
Chicago, Sept. 1.—Acting State's At-
torney Bourbour announced yesterday
that as a result of recent disclosures
indictments will be asked against all
the directors of the wercked Milwau-
kee avenue bank as well a; the of-
ficials when the grand, jury convenes
in September Mr. Barbour stated
that he would seek the indictments on
the charge of embezzlement. The di-
rectors who will he involved in the
I proceedings are Elof Johnson, M. A.
La Buy, Frank R. Crane, Marius Kirk-
by, Joseph Lister and Theodore
Stensland
i The charges are hzsed upon tne in
terpretation of the•state banking laws
as amended in. Iwo. It is said that
' the excuse given by the directors tha
they had been no independent exana
- nation of the aftaira of the bank, but
relied implicitly upon Stensland's re-
ports will make. them still more cul-
pable and will be used against them by
the state.
Evidence Found in Box.
The opening of the private box of
I Pan! 0. Stensland in the safety .1e-
i posit vaults of the bank yesterday
brought to light evidence of crooked
operations that probably will result
in criminal action against at least two
persons who have not heretofore been
cannected with the shady deals of
Stensland.
'Examination of the box ahewed that
Stensland had planned a wholesale
'robbery of the bank. One hundred
and fifty blank warranty deeds signed
by "dummies" were found. An in-
demnity bond connecting Donald L.
Merrill. former Attorney for 'William
C. Nibyack, receiver-idr the personal
estate of Paul C. Stensland, with the
real .estate transactions of Stensland
also found in the box.
The indemnity bond chows that
Stensiand used Merrill's clerk, Robert
L. Millar, now a practicing attorney,
AS a tool in signing the deeds, and a
number of deeds were found in the
box with Millar' signature attached.
I Millar evidentlly feared that the mightfind himself in trotible through hisconnection with Stensland and had his
employer, Attorney Merrill, sign a
bond iderrinifying him for any Ilia he
might incur through the transac-
tions.
Young Stensland's Mail.
Jacob J. Kern again entered into the
limelight in the Milwaukee Avenue
State Bank tangle yesterday by mak-
ing an attack on the police for open-
ing the mail of Theodore Stensland
He objected strenuously to the nonce
interfering with the younger Stens-
land's mail and also found fault with
the authorities for shadowing his
client and posting detectives to watch
his residence. Mr. Kern was forced
to retire from the combat in defeat,
and 'he was informed that the mail
would be watched until Paul 0. Stena-
land was captured.
Kern first went to Chief collins with
his demands, but was referred to Cap-
tain 013iien. head of the detective
bureau. Kern mated his case to Cap-
tain O'Brien and demanded that the
police "persecution" be stopped. 1,e
gal Proceedings were threatened. butt
Captain O'Brien refused to intertere
in the 'matter. He said that as the
elder Stensland was a fugitive fromjustice the police had the right to
open any letter addressed to his son
that they suspected contained infor-
mation that might lead to the arrest
of the father.
Only Few Letters Opened.
The police say that only a few let-
ters addressed to Theodore Stensland
have been opened and these were
stopped because the police had reason
to believe thei, contained information
as to the whereabouts of the missing
hank president.
Keen left the office of Captain
O'Brien breathing threats against the
police department.
•
BUCKET SHOP THE
CAUSE OF DIVORCE
Former Paducah 1,,ady Sues for Di-
vorce at St; Louis.
St. Louts, Sb., Sept..t —Mrs. David
T Delaney, who was married at
Paducah, Ky., January 23. rem to-
day sites for a divorce, alleging that
het huaband used her money in spec-
tilating in the bucket sitopit.
SKYSCRAPER
FOR PADUCAH
TEN-STORY BUILDING FOR THE
FIRST NATIONAL
BANK.
WILL COST HUNDRED THOUSAND
St. Louis Architect to Prepare Pre-
liminary Plans for Modern Brick
and Steel Structure.
ONE OF TALLEST IN STATE
Paducah is to have a ten-story sky-
scraper.
The directortiaat ithe First National
Bank were in consultation with a St.
Louis architect yesterday and the gen-
tleman departed last night for his
home to prepare preliminary plans for
a modern steel and brick structure,
ten stories in tright, to cost not less
than atoo,000.
This architect is connected with a
firm that makes a specialty of con-
structing hank buildings and equipping
them, from the massive steel vaults
and safes to eiy* article of furniture
user!, and when turned over to the
owners even the pens are in the trays
and the blotters are lying on the coun-
ters ready for use.
The company is said. to be the best
in the United States and the most
thoroughly equipped with modern
machinery and appliances for the
speedy erection of the buildings. The
company not only ha- machinery for
excavating for the massive founda-
tions necessary for such a huge struc-
ture. but has at** machines and ap-
pliances 'for testing the subsoil or
strata to ascertain the kind of ma-
terial tb be used in such foundations—
whether piling is to be used or merely
concrete and. stone.
The building, which will be Padu-
cah's first skyscraper will he erected
on the present site of the bank and
the other grin* recently purchased
at Third and Broadway.
As Itated above, it will be ten
stories in heights built of steel, brick
and stone, and thOroughly fireproof
The lower or groand floor, which, of
course, will be occnpied by the bank,
will he 'furnished with the latest steel
valuts. furniture and equipments for
the banking busliess.
The other nine, Works will be di-
vided i nto offices, eight to each floor,
the whole to be inpplied with the
latest in elevatidlev.senitary plumbing
and convenience:to
Even the building of such a struc-
ture will be a big dtivertisemert for
Paducah. as the machinery and appli-
ances used in tihg,igonstruction will
be objects of ctirtiAy, and "will be
worth corning miles to see." to use a
'hackneyed ..oxession.
Its advanfees to the city are mani-
fold and almost incalculable—not
the least of. which will be thar "like
attracts like and aall mean that oth-
er buildings of like character will he
erected.
A more detailed description of the
building will atitSeal, In the Register as
soon as the achitect's plans have been
made and accepted.
OFFICE MOVED
HOLCOMB-LOEB TIE CO.,
MOVES OFFICE TO FLOR-
ENCE, ALABAMA.
Have Immense Contract With the
Southern Railway—Capt. Bugg
to Be in eharge There.
Capt. J. E. 'Bugg who has charge
of the 'office of the Holcomb-Loeb
Tie Co., will remove the 'office to
Florence, Alabama, Monday, and will
take his fami'y with him.
The Holcomb
-Loeb T e company
have a large tic contract with the
Southern railvi'14, igloo° to be de-
lifered at once, and it is for this rea-
soy that the office of the company la-
moved from this city, perhaps onla
temporarially.
The citizens of Paducah-regret very
much the loss the captain and his
family, who have resided for years on
North Seventh street.
—The juvenile Missionary_ society
af Broadway will have its mite box
opening and a pleasing programme
at 3 &clod( Sunday afternoon. "
"...-"rri",""."."""..' ""7""""."4"1.1111""Wilrgi
terWITRIPIT.._'_ ""7"113711Pqrsr7FTRVISP°^"
tIna.
Tuesday evening Mrs. W. C. Kidd
of tsoo Broadway entertained a few
of the society boys and girls at din-
-ner in honor of Miss Strong of Cairo,
Ill. her house guest. and Miss Kate
Wire of Mayfield the guest of the
Misses nobson of North Sixth street.
The table was. prettily decc,.aterli in
pine and covers were laid for night
The guests were Misses Kate Wire
of Mayfield Miss Strong of Cairn
Rosebud and Lilly Hobson, Messrs
Zarb 'Hayes, Guy Martin.'Clay Kidd
Tom Coburn.
Unique Entertainment.
Probahl;: the most iiniarie entertain-
ment of the week was the Japanese
garden party given ,Thiirsdny night at
the residence of Mrs. A. L. Rinton
17 0 Ohio street, in, honor ' of
Miss May Hawkins. The lawn
rc
::::•01, 00C.00C>00<=>00Ce0
0<=>00.0.00.00
11-HE WEEK ON
00
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The event of the week was
 the tes-
t monial tendered Prof. H
arry- Gilbert
Thursday cm the eve of his 
depart.tre
for Dallas, Tex.. to reside.
The testimonial was tendered 
by the
Matinee nusicale club at the 
Wallace
park casino, and the big 
summer the-
ater was crowded to its 
utmost La-
weitv by a fashionable aud
ience.
The program was as 
follows,. 7.1u1
included some of the most 
talented of
Pachicah's musicians:
Selection Milita
ry Ba'id
Vocal solo Everet 
Thompson
Vocal solo Miss 
Bradshaw
Piano solo 
Mr. Gilbc.t
Vocal solo R. 
H. Scott
Vocal solo Miss 
Dreyfus
Vocal solo Richard 
Scott
Vocal solo Bo
b Fisher
Vocal solo Mrs. D. M. 
Flournoy
4 Vocal solo Em
ma Barby
a
Piano ,olo Mr. 
Gilbert
A very handsome sum was 
realized
ard was gratefully and gra
cefully ”-
ceived by Prof. Gilbert.
Prof. Harry Gilbert is a P
aducah
boy and his unusual ability as a 
intesi;
Ician has been recognized far and near
Within the last few years he has 
tak-,
en special work abroad and w
hile in
Germany was bighly complimented 
on
his ability, both as a pianist and 
as a
composer. He is a distinct loss
 tol
this community to have him a
ccept i
an offer in another state, and it 
was
to express their regret at his loss 
a'
well as to test their apprecia
tion of
his worth as a musician that the
 con-
cert was given. - 
.-110
--
-
Delightful Hay Ride.
A most delightful hay ride w
as ten-
dered her friends Friday 
night by
Miss Bertha Thompson u
nder thei
chaperonage of her mother, Mrs.
 R.I
Thompson. After driving about 
the,
city and awakening the natives
 with
tin horns, pans, etc., the jolly crowd ,.
of young people were treated 
to a
dainty ltmcheon at the Thom
pson
residence. 2426 Broadway.
The guests were: Misses Carl Hol
-
land. Mannie Rudolph, Mottle HInto
n,1
Alice and Lucile Dorsett, Alma Ad-
ams, Inez and Ruth Parker, Messrs
Andy Miller, Ferd Gholson, A. E.
Boyd, Oscar MeDaniels, Luby Sander-
son, Conly Alcott, Hugh Brown. Er
n-
est Roark, Robert Hartley. Ed Fin
lay and — Green.
Outing Party.
A boating party and day's outing
was given Thursday in honor of Miss
Nola Mercer of Herin. Ill., by Ms
1/4"•., Alice Coleman Part 
of the day was
spent on the Illinois short, where the
party enjoyed a c trinpt tiou 51 picnic din-
ner. The afternoon was enjoyed
aboard the boat. Among the guests
were: Misses Nola Mercer, Alice
Soleman, Gertrude Tucker, Marjorie
Coleman. Maggie Williams. Ople
Brandon and Gwendoline Coleman
and Messrs. Lloyd Cobb. Henry Ruoff,
Edwin Brown, chaperoned by Mrs.'
Coleman and Mrs. Brown.
In Honor of Mina Piles.
At Wallace Park Wednesday even-
ing Miss Aline litterback delightful-
ly entertained a number of her friends
in honor of her guest, Miss May Piles
of Fulton. Those invited were: Mes-
dames W. H. Utterback, G. A.
Wright. R. L. Clay, Misses Mayme
Baynham. Judson Roach, Elsie
Wright, lifery Piles of Fulton, ',Rena
Huffman of Dallas, Tex., Ewell Ham,
Pearl Mitchell. Aline Utterback.
Messrs. Willie Huffman of Dallas.
Tex.. Gerald Rogers. Harry and Rob-
ert Utterbackk Edwin Wright.
Married Here.
On nonday of last week Mr. J. F
Bichon, 32 years old, son ni Mr. J M.
Bichon, who resides a few miles from
the city, and Miss Rubie Walters
Duncan. Jim Pruitt, .Stoll Houst
on,
John Mitchell, Andy Duncan., D
oll
Cherry. Clarence Swiftly, Eulas Or
r,
I.ester Orr, Hetbert Shelton, 
Sam
Scholniaker, Halbert Laly, John 
C)x,
Henry Eoster, Phil Gallagher, Clea
ver
Russell. Misses May Hawkins, 
An-
nie Taylor, Ruth Saurberg, 
Grace
Franklin. Gladys Sewell, Katie
 May
Ward, Ruth Rean, .Henrietta 
Pruitt,
Helen Pruitt. Clark! Harvey, 
Mar-
guerite Benson,, Mtry Benso
n, May
Fleslier, Della Mny Jones, May
 Il•- y-
er. Ruth Mitchell. Rebecca 
Ivrette,
Ileleu Hawkins. Lillian Ma
ynard,
Mattie Belle Clintard. A pleasan
t even-
ing was enjoyed. The r
efreshments
were served by Mrs. A. L. Bea
ton and,
Mrs. 0. Bryant.
Club Dance.
The Cotillion Club will 
give anoth-
er of their delightful dances
 at MT al-
lace Park Tuesday evening. 
The list
is now on at the Geo. Rock Shoe 
com-
pany.
Dance at the Park.
A'dance was given at Wallace
 park
Tuesday evening by Messrs.
 Joseph
Fisher and James Luttrell. A 
num-
ber of their friends attended
 and a
good time was enjoyed.
In Honor of Miss Strong.
A crowd of young people 
were en-
tertained informally by Mrs. W
. C`
Kidd, 1500 Broadway. .Monday 
even.-
ing, in honor of her guest
, Miss
Strong of Cairo. Dainty ref
reshments
were served and enjoyable diversion
s
indulged in.
Miss Smedly Entertains.
Miss Mary. daughter of 
Alderman
E, E. Bell, was tendered a 
charming
entertainment Friday evening by 
Miss
Bessie Smedley, in -honor 
of Miss
Bell's return from Indiana. A 
large
number of guests were presen
t and
delightful refreshments served.
T awn Party.
Miss Mary Hawks entertained 
a
number of her friends Thursday
 even.
ing at the home of Mrs. A. L.
 Ben-
ton on Ohio street with an en
joyable
laws party. The lawn was 
prettily
decorated with Chinese lanterns, 
dain-
ty refreshments were served 
and a
happy evening enjoyed by all
In Honor of Guest
Wednesday evening Miss E
lsie
Hodge, at her handsome home.
 220
North Eighth street. entertai
ned a
few of her friends in honor 
of her
truest, Miss Bloom Beaumont of
 May-
field. Dancing and other amusemer
ts
provided a most enjoyable evening
and cooling refreshments were served
The guests were: Misse- May B
los-
som Beaumont. Careie GriffitU. Lily
Hobson. Eva Bauer, Nelia Hatfield
Alice Strong of Cairn, TB: Messrs.
Roy Prayther. Gus- Martin,
Charles •!.. eke, Clay
Kidd, Henry Henneherger. 7.ach
Hayes. Willie Rinkleff, Tom Coburn,
Henry Cave, Will Rudy. Ned Ash-
br000ks, James Wheeler.
daughter of Mr. Lee Walters, of near Burton, Curtis Hughes. Lester H
icks
Maxon Mill, were married at the Sylvester McMahan. Don War
den.
roadway Methodist church parson- Clarence Goodman. Charles Veal
age at R o'clock by the Rev. T. J. Claude Broyles, Mr. Clark and How-
Newell. They left on the morning ard Conley.
train for St. Louis, Denver and Col-
orado Springs for a few weeks' visit Sizt O'Clock Dinner.
They will reside at a new home Me. Misses Elizabeth Miller and Em
ma
Bichon has erected on :he Cairo road. Quarles on Tuesday gave a delightfu
l
6 o'clock dinner in honor of Miss J.s-
Mrs. Kidd Entertains. sic Guarleny and Mr. Lloyd Po
well.
After the dinner the 'party attended
the theater under the chaperonage of Wealthy Kansas Farmer Becomes
Mrs. Dimmick. The gnests were: Murderer and a Suicide.
Miss Lillian Bougeno. Mavola Bar- MfCraeken. Kan.. Sept. 1.—Omar
nett. J. C. Dimnick Pudith Locker, J. 'luting, a wealthy farmer near here.
Mintlie Wilson, Jessie Guarteny, Lti snot and killed Grant W. Pettyjohn,
rile Bougeno, Elizabeth Miller., FA- n., a attoro4 and Alexander Walker,
nice Quarks. Ruby McDonald aonii".. a barber, last night in a (itirre• over
Messrs. Earl Ingram. W 
s
u.rno. Areal Simmons, Rus 
..
sell jojn  , a lawsuit.Young called Walker and his at-
Virril Conner, Lawrence Jones, Hen- trirney to a side street;ss and, -draw-
n, Hale. Lloyd Powell. The Kettler
Henry Rigglesberger and now \Vat 
1tiig a revolver. said: "Come to court.'
Birthday Lawn Party.
Misses Nellie Broyles and Hattie
Hicks entertained with a lawn party
Monday evening at the home of Miss
Broyles. ill t North Sixth street, in
honor of their fifteenth birthday. The
guests were: Nlisses Ethel McMahan
Inteille Dossett, Vernia St. John, Ida
Collier, Myrtle Broyles, Ada Barkley
Nflollie Coleman, Barbara Wright Ka-
tie Anderson, Dula Clark, Annie Yan- 
choir and Mr. Dick Scott of Parlor-4h. contains
 is easily distinguishable and
cey, Mamie Broyles, Nellie Broyles
"The nii.x.,"acrs rein:,,red Prof. is mighty intere
sting reminiscent read-
and Hattie Hicks; Messrs. John
Gilbert were of the finest, and his an-
Farr. Owen Grubbs, Marvin Cowell 
, ng.
' dience was charmed throughout the
Robert Feast. Albert Presnell. Hu-
evening by his skillful rendition of
bert Wright. Henry Ruoff. Walter
the difficult music. The solos by Mr.
Scott of Paducah were received with
heartfelt but silent applause, the hear-
ers being indeed profoundly affected
by the songs and sweet voice of the
singer
"The choir ably assisted Prof Gil-
bert. and their anthems and, Mrs. Win-
frey's solo 'were very pleasing to the
audience"
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Fall
ovelties
Are arriving daily
by express
Paducah people have long looked to
this house for the first and the finest
dress materials of the season. They are
arriving daily and in goodly numbers
AMONG THE NEW THINGS
 WE ARE SHOWINW:
A line of Woolen Suitings, Sc
otch effects, per yard  
$1.25
A line of Check Plaids and Mix
es, th e yard, $1.00 to  I 50
A fine collection of Faced Cl
oths, in both plain and chiffon finish,
per yard, $1.00 to  
 
2.50
Ready-to-Wear Department
Silk shirt waists in both tailored
 .in(1 dressy styles.
SKIRTS
Man tailored tsalking skirts $5 oo 
to  $15.00
These garments are made by ex
perts and reprsent latest in style and
cut.
L. B. 06ILVIE and €0.
Agents for But terick Patterns.
of Miss Sadie De Globber, 
Blanche
liebout. Hortense Sherman, 
Maggie
Burger, Pauline and Annie Mae 
Dur-
rett. Em n' Brown. Etta 
Beckenba:h
and Messrs. Tim Murphy and 
Riddle
Ragan. The chaperons were 
Mes-
dames P. J. Beckenbach, L. 
E. Dur-
rett. Louis Btennon and L. 
B. R -
gan.
At the Methodist church at M
ay-
field this morning Miss Bessie 
Then-
bald of this city will be united in
 mar-
riage to l'sfr. Louis Johnson of 
that
city. The bride is. a very 
popular
young lady of the south side, 
while
the groom 13 connected with the 
May-
field woolen mills and is well liked a
nd
esteemed After a brief wedding 
trio
the couple will make their ho
me at
:s1 aytield.
A Nice Compliment.
The Mayfield Messenger thus 
pays
Prof. .Harry Gilbert a well-dese
rved
compliment:
"Prof. Harry Gilbert, the talented
and finished musician of Paducah. was
greeted by an appreciative audience
last night upon the opening of the
splendid organ recital, which was aa-
sisted so admirably by the Methodist
KILLS TWO MEN AND
THEN SHOOTS HIMSELF
son. 
He fired tarn shots. A man who
saw the shoot.ng attempted to take
Evening on the River. ' 
Voting, and the latter fired once At
One of the most enjoyable affaire of. him
 and then jumped into his buggy
the we„kwas e„ti„,„ parts-
and drove rapidly horne. A posse
nestlav on the steamer Bettie Owen 
pursued and Yolingr was overtaken
given' by Miss Etta reckenth
 
half a mile south of here. Seeing
honor of MisS Sadie fle Glopper ni
 capture ineyitabe. Young. stood up
1Nochville. Ttmn., Miss Blarche lir- i
n h'is buggy and comm'tted suicide.
botit of Sheridan. KY.. and Riddle Ra-
was nrofusely deco,-ated with Japan- Man of Colum
bia, Tenn. First B
aptist Church.
eee lanteens and. delicious refresh-t, naneinc' was the 
feature, inter Rev. E. H. C
unningham will preach
rre-nts were-. served. Thnse present, sp•rsed wit
h games and refreshments, at the First Bap
tist church this morn-
were: Masters Floyd Culver,. Daniell 
daintily serve& The party consisted ;ng at it o'cl
ock.
Clarence P. Speck. a commercial
traveler residing at 312 West Col
um-
bia street. has in his possession 3
copy of the Vicksburg (Mils.) Daily
Citizen published under Ihe date line,
of July 2 0163. though the edition
probably due to the adverse c
ur-
rournings at the time. I ears news of
July 4, the day the city gave way 
to
Grant's men after a me-iorable siee
by land and water for-es, says the
Evansville (Ind 1 Courie-.
: The paper is printed it wall paper
and in size7x14 inches, reading matter
being on only one side. The "wa
ll
paper edition" is quite yellow with
age but the printed, news matter it
During the strenuous times o :ne
siege the editor of the paper, Cap
t.
J. M. Swords, did not let the city's 
im-
prisoned and starvinFr multitud
es
starve for news, as they did 
starve
for edibles. and the indomitable fijjt-
ing spirit of the southerner is br
oujern
out in the payer along with the we
ll
developed penchant of the educated
southern "gentleman." to flow off into
flowery rhetoric no matter ,if.ur-
rounding; were calculated to induce
the most stoical of witticisme. 
Po-
etry had to be resorted to in o
rder
to fully express their ends, it seems,
by the frequent running off into ver-cs
Have You
Started?
a savings .account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.
-eve+.41111
MIR
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 Broadway
••••••••• IlmOr•
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highegt Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is I "Leader" for the dealer.
D. FL BALDWIN & CO.
W: T KILLER, Agent
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY!
of the war-tune editor.
A clipping at the head of the firt
column shows how terrible conditions
were in Vicksburg during the long
siege. It ran thus: "Mrs. Cisco 
was
killed instantly on %Gonda", on Jac
k-
son road. Mrs. Cisco'a husband is
paw in Virginia. a member of Moody's
artillery, and the death of such a lo
v-
ing, affectionate and dutiful wife w
ill
be a loss to him irreparable "
In referring to the bombardment 
of
the city from the mortar fleet w
hicn
Admiral Porter brought up the Mi
s-
sissippi the following clipping sho
ws
that the occupants of the beleague
red
city were daiwn to a man intending to th
eir hearts and vengeance in theta
hold out until starvation stared all 
ai i eyes, ruthlessly put a period to the ex-
the face:, 'Porter is now enjoying istence
 of a venerable feline that TAY
a season of rest, and his men
 are. for time not within the recollec
ting
doubtless obliged to him for his kind of t
he 'oldest inhabitant' faithfully dis-
consideration of their welfare 
On charged the nocturnal service to be
Tuesday he fired a few shots from his exp
ected of him, and destroyed sund
ry
I
Parrote and kept his man tolerably ve
rmin in his immediate neighbo
r- s
busy sharpshooting *cross the riv
er, hood They prenareat the defunct
with no other results than might be Tib
omas for the gastranomic deleeta- 
,
expected. tion 
of their numerous friends and
"The mortars have not been used sent 
a cortIntl invitation to them to
for forty-eight hours Poor font
, he The gues
ts
might as well give tip the vain aspir- assi
sted in. consuming the poor ani.
. l partake id a rabbit stew
ations he entertains of capturing nur mat w
ith a relish that did honor WI
city or exterminating our people and
 their epicurean taste. The 'sold'
 as.
return to his masters to receive the 'Sure
 tic that the meat was delic
ious,
reward such a gasconading dolt will and th
at pussy must look out for safe-
meet at the hands of the unappreci- ty."
able government at Washington." T
o keep up the courage of 
the
A dash of wit and raillery came in 
southern soldiers the following kern
as the following! "Mid the din and wa
s probably calculated: "The 'Yana
clash Of arms, the screech of shells 
outside the city are considerably
 ors
and the whistle of bullets, which are th
e sick list. rcver, dysentery 
and
a continual feature in the status of 
dissrust are their cuamitaninns. a
n!
our beleaguered city, incidents of hap- Gr
ant is their master. The boys a
re
nines' often arise to vary in a cheer- 
deserting daily and are crossing t
he
ful way, the phases pf so stern a
 river in the region of War
renton,
scent. On the evening of the zoth ult.. cu
ssing Grant and AbOlitiOili!•101 
gen-
with a gayety, mirth and good feeling 
really The boys are down upo
n the
at a prominent hospital of this city, 
earthsdelving the burrowing, the bad
through the ministerial offices of a
 %sans,: and hot weather."
gallant chaplain of a regiment, Charles 
The following item, from which 
il
Royal', prince imperial of Ethnpia,
' earl be gleaned, was put in type afd
of the Barberigo family, espoused thel 
lovely and accomplished Rnsa Class
 I (Continind oil Page Seven.)
archduchess of Senegambia, one d t
his
celebrated princesses of the Launders-
sine Regina. The affair was conduct-
ed with great magnificence, though, as
usual in troublesome times, the *Abler
element was predominant.
"The foe may huri their •'y bolt.
And think we are a-frig:a. tied.
Wel may we scorn them ...illy dolt
s,
Our black* are now unites'."
Under the caption "Victimized," .he
following article, dealing %lib t
te
scant food supply of the city, 
wag
printed: "We learned of an instance
where a knight of the quill and a dis-
ciple of the black art, with malice in
School Book ListsNowReady
Call for the Blue Book Lists and get your
school books early. If you should buy some-
thing not needed we Will exchange or re-
fund money.
D.E.WILSON, AT HARBOUR'S BOOKIDEPARTMT
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roraze Statue
For Pocahontas
The tendency to destructive criti-
ocism which makes itself apparent at
intervals in spasmodic individual at-
-tempts to impose a new version of a
generally accepted incident of histor-
ical record is not without some re-
deeming features, says the New York
Poet's Washington correspondent
The first result of such an attack ,is,
of course, to attract attention to the
pros and cons of the subject at issue.
Thissarouses interest among a large
number of persons who would not
otherwise evince more than passing
concern. The next and most impor-
t' er ^! is to stimulathe a tiond
snany more minds to come to the de-
fense of the records attacked than the
number who chose to align them-
Selves in support of the new exponent
of captious criticism
All this has been demonstrated in
the development of the preliminary
plan. for erecting at the Jamestown
expoeitien a perm-anent memorial in
honer of the Indian princess Poc,a-
than great wealth, and it is little won-
der. therefore, that it shoulii be inade
the sirbject of reminiscence and the
theme of family memoirs.
To hi nor the memory of the In-
dian princess and to inculcate pato-
•otic ileas generally there was recently
forniol in Waetingten the Pocahon-
tas Memorial association, with the ob-
ject in view of erecting on James-
town island a statue of heroic mold
to record the importance of her par-
ticipation in the early affairs of the
English colonists who landed at
Jaine,tewn in t6o7. It had a few
zealous promoters. and they expre,s-
ed confidence in carrying their plans
t* eiteceseful conclusion, but the
movement progressed slowly. One
day one of them broached the subject
casually on encountering a congress-
man of the 'twentieth century corn-
rnercial sort, who have no use for his-
torical reminiscence'.
"Oh, that*" all a fraud," he inter-
jesteiT impatiently as soon as the top-
ic was broached to him. 'It's all a
fraud. I say. You're all fraauds, I
believe, bothering congress for ap-
propriations. There is nothing in it.'
That settled it. The nude and
thoughtless rebuff had insured the
success of the Pocahontas Memorial
asosciation. It was quickly repeated
to the other prime movers in the proj-
ect and passed along by word nf
month and by letters until it had
aroused the fighting bland of every
one who had even the most remote in-
terest in the subject. The story of
The rebuff spread and no doubt gained
in the telling. It was a challenge
from the materialistic world of todiy
to defend the fame of the settler'
who had hewed their way into the wil-
dernete, and had laid the foundation*
for the great commonwealth which
became _tile "mother of president"'
and was a prime factor in the early
liiii•ory of the American republic.
.Having had their energies stimelat-
ed by .this incident, the founders of
the association have been working
enthusiastically. They now have 700
members enrolled and have planned
pilgrimage to latnestown on Octo-o'
her it next. the anniversary of the 1
landing of Cnlimalme. A few weeks
before that time a finished model of;
the proposed statue will be submit-,
ted to the association and will be on
view in Washington. The sculptor,
Ordway Partridge, will be on hand to
devribe his work and to answer crit-
icisms. The statue will be a full-
length figure of heroic' size done in ,
golden bronze. _The exact pose has
not yet been determined as between
two figures under consideration eV
the eculptor.
Matching the statue in point of in-
terest will be its splendid destal.
bearing on the four sides tablets re-
cording historical events in the life
of the Indian princess. Three of them
will be scenes in has-relief. The first
will be a reproduction of the famous
painting, "The Baptism of Pocahon-
tas," by Chapman, which occupies a
conspicuous position on she sotith
wall of the rotunda of the capitol.
The second tablet will. depict the mar-
riage of Pocahontas, from the famous
Brueckner painting. The third will
present an original design by one of
the members of the Memorial asso-
ciation showing Pocahontas and her
servitors 'bringing, supplies for the
subsistence of the starving English
+colonists.
On the fourth tablet will be repro-
duced a partial copy of the old par-
ish register, still in. eminence at
Grevesend, England, where Pocahon-
tas died on the eve of returning to
Virginia, after her visit .to England
as the wife of Thomas Rolfe. His-
tory records that Pocahontas grieved
over the Reparation from. her Indian
kinsfolk and that 'the nostalgia so
affected her health that a return jour-
ney to the new world was begun.
With her husband she had actually
taken ship at Gravesend. but the sail-
ing Was delayed by adverse winds.
Before elle ship was able to leave port
her illness became cirtical and termi-
nated fatally soon after she had been
taken ashore. The entry in the par-
ish register reads:
"Rebecca Wrolfe. of Thomas
Wrolfe, gent, a Virginia lady borne,
here is buried in ye chancelle."
The last words, not being applicable
fofr use in conneCtion with the new
statue, will be omitted, .but the rest
will be presented in its unique old-
time spelling.
To further the success of the proj-
ject the Virginia association for the
l'reeerenfion of Ansieloitsl_has deter-
mined to co-operate won tile ,
hontas Memorial association and his
granted the latter organization per-
mission to select its own site for the
statue on Jamestown island. This le-
cation will be chosen when the mem-
bers intake their trip there next Qc-
totber.
M. Partridge, who has given his
preliminary work gratuitously as his
hontas. It is well known that in Vir- contribution to the project, will ac-
ginia throe descendants of the "F. F.i company the tourists and advise them
V.'s" who claim direct decent from' regarding the artistic requirements to
King Powliatan's line cherieh that; be considered in selecting the site.
tinge of aboriginal blood as possibly Those courtesies from the scu'pter
the greatest inheritance ally one, and the donation of the site by the
could hope for The possession of Memorial association to believe that
t
American ancestry is valued morel mkt from its available funds, which
an unbroken line of 3oo year oil the entitle cot id the tattle can be Office• 
,
naw approximate Sio,oco. Additional
contributions are anticipated when
morethe scope of the work 
becomesgenerally known, so that before the e enie •
plans are finally and defitetely con-
cluded it will be possible to determine
bow enduring and appropriate sur-
rounding., for the statue can be pro-
vided.
While the work of the Merorial
association would undoubtedly have
resulted in the erection of some corn-
mu'm' 'ratite work of art, there can
be no doubt it has been stimulated by
the congressman's insinuattions that
Pocahontas was a myth or that, if
such a person did live, she left tin
descend:entre- Thit offhand comment
has done more to induce a turning
over of old geneological records at
patriotic society have encouraged the
home and the historical books in the
libraries than would have been ac-
complished by any advice to that
effect by the nerest ardent admirer of
the Indian princess. Since then
members of the association have been
•
When you buy Pittsburg Coal you
get bigger bushels, better coal and
the most coal. Every load weighed
by a sworn weigher and certified
to be correct. Every lump is of
superior quality and dug by skilled
union miners. It holds fire over
night and it don't clinker. No slate'
no dirt. no sulphur, no waste and
no bad odor in the house from
burning it.
priming themselves to defend the rec-
ord of history and to explain at length Our Pittsburg coal gives satisfaction
saving the life of Capt. John Smith. and you get value received for your
money. Let us quote you pnces.
the part i'ocationtas really played in
They are also learning about her fur- •
nishing supplies to the early colon-
ists in that critical two years of their
experience in the ne work] when
they were without dependable crops;
when their troubles kept multiplying
in most discouraging fashion and no
help ca•me from over the sea from Office 126 Broadway.
I had placed dependehce. But for ones No. 3. Manager.
the service rendered 'by Pocahontas
in this instance alone the English
would probably have failed ignomin-
iouely in their colonial experiment
A, to the saving Capt Smiehs
life, an incident which has been die-
pined by some of the tatter-day crit-
ics, it ie recorded by scholars and
historians as a fully established fact
that the women of the Algonquin
tribes not only had a voice in the
tribal councils, like the modern Puen-
lott. but that they were permitted to
exercise the right of saving life by
adoption. Ample authorities are
quoted by the promoters of the Me-
morial association in their 'indorse-
ment of these generally accepted faces
of history and are po nted to in sup-
port of their contention that nothing
can he more fitting to mark, the third
ventery sinse the English landed at
Jamestown than to erect there the
most enduring of memorials to Pocas
hontas.
PROPf Ftile PITTSBURG COAL CO.
OFP'ICE 124 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES N2 3
PADUCAH. •••
Facts that can no
P17 7 SBURG COAL CO.
Jas. J. O'Donnell
those of their own race on whom Both ph •
TURKISH WOMEN'S
THIN VEILS
An Edict From Sultan on Texture
Sometimes Nevessary.
"The Turkish woman's veil is a
lighter, more transparent thing than
the American woman's," said a globe
trotter. "Through it you can see
without difficulty the Turkish wom-
an's brilliant eyes, her white teeth,!
and her painted mouth. The veil does
tine conceal—it enhances— her beauty.
"In Constantinople every evening
the women of the harems drive x,th-
hitt their husbands. They look charm-
ing in their luxurious carriages, un-
der their veils of pale gossamer.
"Sometimes veils in Constantinople
become so outrageously thin and
transparent that the sultan issues an
edict about them. He prescribes a
certain thickness for the ladies' veils.
He bitterly rebukes the shocking im-
morality of the ve:Is in vogue—veils
that are' hardly shadows.
"The day alter thhe royal proclama-
tion all the women wear veils of the
thickness of blankets. Their charms,
are completely hidden It is imposo
eible to tell a pas-ma's seventh and1
most beautiful wife from his first and
oldest one. 1
"The next week the veils are a lit-
tle thinecros The seeend week they
are a little thinner still. Soon they
- -
are of the same delicate, gossamer
texture as of fore.
"It is impossible for any one, even
for the sultan of Turkey, an arbitrary
monarch, to impose for long on worn-
en an unbecoming fashion."
Men, Women and Meals.
When men suppose that dinner goes
on whether they are at home or not,
they labor under a curious miscon-
ception. Arthur Pendenye writing
about this melancholy fact ,declares:
"Some one once said that an ordinary
woman's favorite dinner is an egg in
a drawing room. All women have a
passion for something on a tray. To
the masculine mind things on a tray
are unsatisfying, but to the feminine
body they embody the very manna
from heaven." It is easy to understand
that Arthur Pendenys' or any other
masculine inind" 'might have trouble
in comprehending the why and where-
fore of this debilitated taste; but no
woman would be at a loss to explain
it. It comes from the fatigue which
woman suffers as the result of her
colossal task of feeding man. To
nourish the human race is the ap-
pointed work of woman. At the Very
inception of life Otis is her labor, and
never can existence be so fine, so free,
so heroic or so beautiful that she re ist
not pause three times 3 day—or more
—en bend her mind t the menu th it
shall please .her inter She has been
accused of writing no (Tice; it is said
that she is incapable of composing an
oratorio, nor designing a cathedral, of
conceiving an heroic statue or paint•
ing a picture of the first quality. The
retort is •that she might have done
something of the kind if the men had
not been hungry so frequently and
so insistently. To he the nourieher
of the human race is an undertaking
so prodiguons that it is a marvel that
the mere exasperation of tieing chain-
ed to the larder ha s not made fiends
or lunatics out of women—and from
squaw to countess, their sufferings in
this regard, have points of similarity
Is it any wonder, then, that with the
ever-hungry man out of the wre,. the
woman seeks escape from the •••-onny
of food and "eats strawber-t, by
moonlight on a flowery bank?"—The
Readier.
YOUNG COLONEL IN DILEMMA
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I Good ToothBrushesYou cannot find a single toothtartish in all our stock whichis not a good brush.
We Guarantee
every tooth 'brush we seell to
give satisfaction. If mac should
pass our examination with
some flaw undetected we ask
you, as a personal favor, to
bring it back and either let
us give yop a new one for it
or return j'our money, which-
ever you prefer
ft tilvtv11PPor
A.4
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE 11ND
THROAT
and Residence, Poore i3 and
Columbia Building
Phone 104:--Red
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pa
et company—the cheapest and 1
ex,nr,,h,n oct of Paducah.
•
silinn For the Round TripUU Tennessee river & reti
It is a trip of pleasure, costal
and rest; good service, good ti
good roams, etc. Beats leave e
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
Teter other information apply to .
k.. .t.., crank
Brown, agent.
Excursion Rates c
The River
Round trip to EVANSVILLE Al
RETURN, continous passage $4.
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals a
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, pa
cf five or over $1.50 each, with
$2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the
.Dependablel urther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen.
or GIVEN FOWLER,
Agent.(ICH
I Artistic
and
BEAUTIFUL
Our showing of Summer
Jewelry and Novelties is
More extensive this season
than ever. Your will be de-
lighted with our display of
Belt-pins and buckles, Hair
Ornaments, in combs and
Barrettes, Silver Card Cases
and Purses. We are
showing all of the
NEW STYLE BRACELETS I
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER
327 BROADWAY.
Ways of War Were a New Thing to 
His Understanding.
At the Army and- Navy club in
Washington a number of veteran offi-
cers were telling stories, when Gen.
Chaffee told this anecdote of Gen.
Carr, who died in New York some
years ago:
It appears that Gen. Carr, at the
outbreak of the civil war, had left
Troy to take command of a regiment.
The engagement in which, as colonel,
he first figured was at Big Bethel. Hie
regiment had been halted for rest
and refreshment in a pleasant place
and had not yet experienced the ex-
citement of a skirmish. It happened,
however, that Confederates were in
ambush in the immediate neighbor-
hood and from a safe hiding place
they opened fire on the northerners.
Caro eo the story runs, instantly put
spurs to his horse and dashed, up to
a group of officers. Excitement and ;
bewilderment were apparent upon.. hie'
young face as-he approached the par-
ty.
"They are 'firing upon my regi-;
tee=2=112:112222=ment!" he shouted. "My God! Newt
what is to be done?"—Harper's Week.-1 6 6
tr.
Phone 33.
boats,
Pass. Aga
City Pt
A. S. DABNE1
—DENTIST—
Truehart Bulldang.
Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit
LEMON, r RANGE, CHERR'
Phosphates
ARE GOOD. OUR
Ice Cream
WITH CRUSHED — STRA
BERRY, PEACH. PINEARPLE
CHERRY„ IS BETTER-
HAYES
SEVENTH AND B.ZOADWA
TEL. 70-
IHROU6H
YOUR CORRUSFONDUNC
BY USING THE
IUMUSUMUM12===133
•
STRAUst OF MURDER TRIAL
KILLS MINNESOTA LAWYER,
Attorney General Henry W. Childs
Wears Out in Koch-Gebhard
Case.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. I.—Bitter die-.
appointment over the acquittal of Dr.I
Koch at New Ulm of the murder of
Dr. Geibhard was the cause of deathf
of former Attorney General Renter;
W. Childs in this city. As chief coun-
sel for the state. General Childs pros-
ecuted Koch through three trials andi
his efforts tindermined his health coin-
pletely.
General Childs was born in Ocon-
dago county, N. Y.. in INS After
serving three terms as assistant attor-
neygeneral of Minnesota under Mo-
ses E. Clapp, he was elected attorney
Unit-
ed State, senator, and served three,
terms, or six years. He was a finei nal BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
orator and historiesil writer. MIAI1N AND FOURTH STREET, L OUTSVILLE. KY.
TYPDVIER
It Saves 25 per cent. -of the Operatoi
Time which is your time.
•
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
For City Judge.
We are authorizea to announce
DI A. CROSS
as a candidate for the office of City
Judge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursslay, September
20.
• We are authorized to announce
ED H. PURYEAR.
ss a candidate for the office of City
Jadge of Paducah; subject to the ac-
ton of the Democratic Primary Elec-
tion to be held Thursday, September
Sunday Morning, September 2, 1936.
Dazzled By a Plunger.
Certa n persons have been very
much displeased at the articles that
have appeared in these columns for
a year or so dealing with bank
officials who are speculating in every
scheme that comes along. The
Register does not have to be a
prophet to see where such men will
wind up, and when the d saster
comes, af they were The ,anly ones
to suffer we would not be concerned
eyes tat. tnatter. Ilint every time a
bank is wrecked hundreds of inno-
cent persons are made to suffer and
we believe it to be the duty of every
newspaper 'ad warn the public of
clangers that are apt to be encount-
ered. Bank officia's who are speculat-
ing :n outside ventures are dangerous
men, and a sentiment- .should be
c-eated to put a stop to theik reck-
less habits and methods. The news-
papers of the country have taken up
the matter and it is only a matter
of tine before a great reform will
take place in the methods of con-
ducting the banks. The fellow who
becomes identified with financial in-
stitutions at a moderate salary and in
a few years branches out into a
-
financier" will be asked to step cloy.%
.r.nd out for the public is fast learn-
ing that it cannot afford to do busi-
ness with concerns that permit its
efficials to get mixed up in street rail-
.▪ vay deals and politics, for Such Men
will wreck attyl bank:.
One of the strongest editorials on
the subject of falling victim
planger and the disaiter that
ribly follows is to be found
Et. Lou's Globe-Democrat Of
to the
inyari-
in the
yester-
day, and for the benefit of our read-
for
are
the
we reproduce the article be ow
we are sure that many of them
satisfied that Philadelphia is not
only city in Me country where
'plungers own and control bank
official s. The Philadelphia plunger
who was the promoter of many wild-
cat schemes into' which President
Hiptile was 'forced or inveigled, and
which caused him to steal and ,be-
come a suiaide, after wrecking As
bank, claimed 10 have property hold-
ing' -rained 'at ..$8 000.000, but the
other stalker]] air-mid not risk one-
eighth asf that awn on them. This
napoleon of finance .poo.ed as a
wealthy man wheat his possessions
Were mat staorth ten s• cents est the
dollar. it as the charscteristit of a
plunger to create the Impression that
he is rich and to pose- as a 'proves-
Aive man, when in, fact' he is not
smart enough to make anoney where
it requires hanesty, industry or in-
teileCt,' kis ehief ainek M trade
to -skin 
others,. and he usually ,gers, ,
:n his powCr some man who has
access to the funds so that if ever
the crash comes his poor dupe who
should be in the penitentiary goes
home and blow; out his brains.. The'
riisaster that struck the Philadelphia
bank, will wreck any other bank
where its oftinies araqinell Mdnner
•
•••••••••,•••
of wild cat schemes. If the directors
and stockholders of all such banks
do not assert their rights in the
premises and kick out of their em-
ploy then s-vho are following the foot-
steps of Stensland of Chicago and
iliPPle of Phiadelphia then the
people who entrust their money to
such ill-governen concerns would do
well: to draw .it out and place it in
the care of banks that require their
officials to attend stfctly to the
bank's busness. Stockholders in
banks conducted by "high flyers" are
easity kept quiet by good dividends
and statements of a fine showing.
which often times s the result of
manipulations and done for a pur-
pose. If the true facts are given
to the stockholders they would be
very apt to make embarassing in-
quiries and 'institute an lnvestigation
but as long as things show up satis-
factori'y they Are content to leave
it to the officials and the bank ex-
miners. Some day the crash will
come, and many a good bus'ness man
will be found in the mob at the doors
of the wrecked concern, demanding
il,eir money, but it will then be too
late. In view of the fact that it is
the same old story every time, the
real sensible man w:11 do h.'s own
thinking and .act accordingly by
taking steps to protect himself, and
the safest plan is to steer c'ear of the
speculators. and keep an eye on the
plunger. . •
The pen picture of the plunger,
drawn by the Globe-Dentocrat .is
quite graph .c and other members of
the block scattered over the country
will bereadily reorganized. The staid
St. Louis journal says:
"A large and lonkestablished finan-
. .
c ai concern like the 'Real Estate trust
c mpany in Philadelphia, waosa fail-
ure through the criminal acts of ts
president has been announced, com-
mands large and steady profits if hon-
estly and' iatelaaently managed. The!
good will aid regutation carried down'
in* the wreck is the most productive
asset, for it is on perpetual basis if
tightly handled. How much w II be
saved from the Phaadelphia crash is
uncertain, biz; the basis for profitable
opetations gat might have endured
iadefinitely ' . Pres:dent Hippie
seems till a weak, suseepti-
ale man an hi uicide fits into the
rest of his unbalanced career. It is
strange that the directors of the bank.
or some of h s business associates,
liould not have noted his defects of
character and pointed out the fatal
tendencies of his _policy as a . bank
managep. ' Mr. Hippleappears to have
been easily overcome when some
grand scheme was laid before bast
by a budding Napoleon of finance or
lie was asked as exploit a fash.onable
s-chool ' in 4s& borne neighborhood
One story it that he was hypnotized
by a daring speculator and that the
reation lasted .for.. fears. In this
case, where were the eyes and ears of
directors and of all who were re-
sponsibly interested Probably tilt
gold-brick allurements caught others
besides the bank president who blew
out his brains at the moment of ex-\ iocaure.
i
'"The individual to whom President
Hipp.le loaned keveral rrallions was
diatinctly of the p:iniger type, one of
the sort who atei supposed to turn
all they touch into' gold, but who
eventually spread ruin among those
whom they entangle. Beginning with
nothing twenty years ago. his energy.
especially w th his tongue, led him
art.° large ventures, in which he sup-
ailed the gab and . impressionable
capitalists sheled out the money. Hs
gathered in warehouses, built long
lows i4 resdences, erected a suga,
refinery, whicli the trust purchased.
and then built a-much larger refinery.
a inch now stands idle. He went into
new apartment houses, hotels, brew-
eries, double-deck theaters, and un-
dertook to change the accustomed
haunts of a large city. He built 587
dwellings in One railroad town. M I
dons went into a vast freak hotel in
uhich a ataorso piano is one of the
aionntnents. The huge sugar refin-
ery is -equipped so elaborately that '.-
:s said the workmen might have wArn
evening .dress, but its wheels never
turned. According to the manner, of
plungers; the hazard wall placed on
et hers, and at length a bank president
was iiaduced to make false reports in
i ider to keep the .bubbles inflated,
gasbag' Napoleons of
finance .are found in tile whole range
of get-rich-quick 'swindling, and as
thcir victims .are said to be born at
,the rate of Ofte a m.rnite the supply
is not likely tto be exhausted. Yet
amazement is excites] when one finds
lodgment in p concern ake ,ahat in
'Philadellphias His liOcyrtscketi per-
formances extended through year:
'DA AU reptitation among men who
should have known better was that of
a phenomenon, a genius vvho always
won. Gulls will always exist, and
those who prefer the extraordinary
to the solid are not few, yet it is
astonishing that a bank president
could clike trapped that way, set be
perrffitefl by boards of direcsists to
entaiyate such sty., custotnerss The
• , ,
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Philadelphia Napoleon had been dong
extremely sensational things for
years. Suicide and bankruptcy are
the sequel. The symptoms ought to
have been detected and safeguards
applied when the showy Napoleon
first flashed into view."
The Right Kind of Man.
(Clinton Gazette.)
The formal announcement of Hon.
John K. tiendrick as a candidate for
the democratic nomination for at-
torney general of Kentucky ap-
peared in the Paducah Register yes-
terday morning., The-people of
man county know Mr. Rene:kick very
yell and are able to decide foir them-
selves as to whether he is entitled to
their support. He says he is not the
representative of ny factiop, clique
or machine ,and, if elected, wt11 be the
servant of the whole people and do
his utmost to discharge the duties of
the office conscientiously and in such
a way as in every particular to protect'
the interests and promote the welfare
of the whole stat-eivithout fear or
Mr. Hendrick is just that kind
of a man, and what he says he means.
If the people would he well and hon-
estly served. they could hardly do bet-
ter than nominate Mr. Hendrick for
the office he is seeking.
The Crime of the Nutlin.
-Ewe
The savage wild beast and veno-
mous serpents confined in dans and
cages in 'Central park cannot harm
helpless women and children who
throng theh park If some silly per-
son turns them loose to mangle, to
bite, tut destroy helpless children,
it is justifiable to kill them. The man
who does it does not interfere unduiy
with the pets of the museum. The act
is fully justified in order to save life.
So the indecent conception of a de-
bauched imagination .transferred to
canvas, may be tolerated in. the art
gallery but not he permitted to prowl
at large, endangering the morals of
nekrsone open to such degrading it.-
fluences. When artists and poets com-
bine to force their degrading products
upon the public at large, in violation
of the wholesome principles which
safeguard society, they must use oth-
er weapons than sneers, ridicule an,!
libel. Art and poetry are not above
morals. They are not privatged to
a:lest:say the character, befoul the mor-
als, or sear the conscience of any boy
tor girl. I cheerfully take my stand
between the advocates of the nude in
art and the eloved children of the
country, sneers. ridicule and derisinn
to ,the contrary notspithstanding —An-
thony Comstock in Leslie's WVeley
Poverty a Disease.
latine part 'of the povert' of the
world is a disease, the result of csn-
taries of bad living, bad thinking and
of sinning • We .'*no w that ply 3
an abnorm'ai*coriSititin
not fit any human being's constitation.
It contradicts the promise atul the
prophecy of the divine in man There
are plenty of evidences that abund-
ance of all that is good was man's in-
heritance; that, if' he elaimt it stoutly
and struggles persistently 'toward if
he will gain it
The fact is. that a large part of the
poverty of the world is due t9 down-
right laziness, shiftlessness, an un-
willingness to make the effort, to fight
for a competence. It does not mat-
ter how =lab ability one may have: if
he does not have the inclination and
the energy to use it. it will atrophy
Laziness will ruin the greatest ge-
nius. It would kill the ambition of
an Alexander or a Napoleon. No
gift or talent is great enough to with-
stand it. The love of ease has wreck-
ed.mnre careers than anything else ex-
cept dissipation, and laziness and vice
usually vo together They are twins.
—O. S. Maarten in Sneers* Magazine.
HAULING AWAY
PARAPHERNALIA,
Sports Will Not Give Sheriff Johns a
Chance to Take Gaming
Tables Away.
RACKET STORE
i••1•4÷/•+++++++•:•+•:••:÷:•+.:-I-H1••:•:••:•++
New goods are arriving daily for the fall and win
ter trade. Among the many special values to be
found in our store. Just now we mention here only a
few, viz:
EMBROIDERIES
HAVE JUST RECEIVED A SHIPMENT OF EMBROIDERIES
CONSISTING OF EDGES AND INSERTIONS IN BOTH SWISS
AND HAMBURG. THE PATTERNS IN THE TASTIEST TO BE
FOUND AND THE PRICES RUN FROM 5C TO 75C A YARD,
FLANNELETTE AND OUTING
OUR LINE OF FLANNELETTES AND OUTINGS IS NOWCOM-
PLETE COMPRISING THE PRETTIEST PATTERNS TO BE
FOUND AND THE QUALITY WILI4 WE THINK, SURPASS ANY-
THING IN THE CITY.
SOLID WHITE AND CREAM OUTING 5, 71,, g and roC A
YARD.
FANCY OUTING IN LIGHT OR DARK COLORS 8 1-3 AND toC
A YARD.
FANCY FLANNELETTE ioC.
A HEAVIER AND WIDER ONE •alA.
HEAVY FLEECE DOWN AND VELVETTA FOR KIMONOS,
LOUNGING ROBES, ETC zsC.
LONG GLOVES
LADIES' LONG BLACK SILK GLOVES AT $t AND $148-
LADIES' KID GLOVES IN BOTH BLACK AND WHITE
EIGHT BUTTON LENGTH $1.5o.
LADIES' BLACK SUEDE KID, TWELVE BOTTON LENGTH
S1.0.
LADIES EXTRA QUALITY BLACK OR WHITE KID, TWELVE
BUTTON LENGTH. $2.50.
&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
•
•
•
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Nashville, Tenn.. Sept. r —Fearing
Sheriff Johns might raid their houses
and cart away their gaming parapher-
nalia, many gamblers 'have taken care
within the bast few day; to disman-,
tle the gaming-r000ms and store their
apparatus in a place safe from the
hands of the law.
Others who have not yet taken sc-
ion are contemplating it, and there
is a possibility that when Sheriff Johns
does raid places 'he will laid them
barren roams, with nothing in ahem
to- indicate that they were once the
scenes where dollar was pitted against
dollar in gaases of chance.
Wffrefaer if will he the policy of the
sheriff to fake 'everything in sight
when he raids a place or not. ta not
known but the sports, it la' said. pre-
fer not to take any chances, as, the
big craps. and poker 'tables are ex-
tensive pieces of furniture and cost
thodly sums of money. Some tables
cost •ac high as aloes and the MOO are
loath. to see them' used as kindling
and ra-nrsose to kern thews for
Notre use in case the reform !hove-
rrent ceases and the old days. when
thing e were wide oiler,, are revived,
tV jft'lles^ Thus rtotts js 411fre.••
from a foruily swnliatl fone
hir Unison of a mosnitito bite. ' H"e
unable to wear his shoe or
stockily. spd theisfisor is quItta" ten-
. , ,
• * • • S * • • •
•
•
•
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THE UNWRITTEN
At St Paul 'few days
-Unwritten law" was the
LAW.
• nee the
theme of ,
as addrass.liellyered at the 'vision
of the American Bar association by a
ft low who claims to be, a lawyer
from Baton Rouge, La., but I believe
he is northern-carpet-bagger. for the
true Southerner does not bel eve in
such rot as this jack-leg spanted.
I have neither the ttmeoc.r
to'quote all he said, bit here is
part of his great (?) speech:
"Do ige, not is America hay*, in
reality, a jurisprudence, as it were.
of lawlessness, as well as a jtirispre•
dence of !awl The more thought I
have given this subject, the more
thoroughly convinced I have become'
that we have such a jurisprudence.;
with its general principles,--or rules.'
if you object to the use of the word
principles in such a conaccoun— ts
particular exceptions, refin..nents and
disanctions.
"It is'. jursprudeate wrish has al-
most assumed the dignity And sym-
metry of a system. It is seither leg-
iaative nor judge-made. it might not
inaptly be styled a system of juicy,
made lawlessness, or ijur;es imprio
&nee, which recognizes rights that
are forbidden by !aw and deniss
rights that are granted, by law.
Necessarily it has no codes or text-
books hence its pre-eminent claim to
the title of "the 'unwritten law." It
is in flagrant violarsan of all statutes,
hence at is styled by its advocates
• the law above the statutes" or "the
higher law." It has its basic founda-
t on in the public opinion of the com-
munities in which it prevails, and has
al* the certainty and sanct on that,
constitutions sir statutes could give it.
"This jurasprudence of lawlessness
has both ts criminal and its civil
features. I have undertaken to form-
ulate the system's deCalogue in the
following cardinal laws:
"Law 1. A man who commits rape
upon a woman or chaste character
shaewithout tria' or hearing of any
land, be 'instantly put to death by his
captors, or other body of respecta-
ble citizenes. not less than three in
slumber; and they shall have the right
to detormIne the mode of execut on,
which may be both cruel and unusual,
the constitution and laws' ,of the
state and, of the United States to: the
contrary notwithstanding.
"Law II. Any man who commas
aduitery, may be p,ut to. death with
impunity li,sy the injured husband, who
shall have the right to determine the
mode .of execution, be it ever, so
cowardly. 
Law III. Any man who seduces
an innocent girl may, ,syithout ,a bears
ing, be shot or stabbed to death hy
her or any near relative of hers; and
if deemed necessary by, the slayer,
welt shooting or stabbing may he
done in 'the back or while laying in
wait.
"Law .IV nrman who traduces a
irtuoini • man's character for
south and.
,will agree with me, that if the guilt of
the offender is certain they would
'rally be good laws--sBut. whether
the "unwritten law- is r ght or wrong.
it 'will be continued to be used by
people of both the North and South.
and all the speechifying of such
"solons" wit not change it.
This fellow is probably of the
goody-goody, namby-pamby, timid
sort who believes it 11 cowardly to
carry or use a pistol 'in the defense
of his wife's or sister's honor
• • •
I saw that Terrible lVeapon
that an afternoon paper opined
Claude Bass was k Iled with, said
paper stating that the. club was found
at the New Richmond house and was
covered with blood and hair. The
club is on exhibition at the po ice
headquarters. It l06ks to me like a
toy billy, made for a baby to play
with. It is hardly ten inches long
and a little over an inch in diameter.
I hay what I believe to be a better
theory 'ts,,lhis club. I believe t was
the property of a traveling man who
took it along with him to slay bed-
lings and mosquitoes with, and when
he arrived here, found no use for it
and put t away in the drawer.
As to it being covered with hair
it is cdrripletely bald-headed. There
a 0 red splotch on one side it is true,
but it looks more like a stain from the
quilt it was wrapped in, or it may be
the gore of a steygoarnia: (If this
wind isn't spelled correctly, ask
Roosevelt.)
chastity may be shot w th impunity
by her or her husband ur any near
relative; but the offender must first
be given opportunity to deny or dia•
prove the charge or to retract or
apologise."
While the "Card nal Laws" are
offered ironically, and in contempt of
the ESTABIsISH ED LAW of the
I assert, and thousands
MAN ABOUT TOWN.
CORPORATION HEAD
ADVOCATES PUBLICIT/
Milwaukee, Ws., Sept. I.—Pub-
licity as a weapon against niunicipa
ownership is advocated by Emerson
McMillin head of the great syndicate
whch owns a chain of gas-lighting
plants throughout the ennntry. in-
cluding the Laclede Gas company of
Sit. Louis, in a letter to the general
manager of the Milwaukee company,
made. public today, in Which Mr. :Mc-
declares for State control of
such pubic utilities as gas lighting
saying that such ,control will: not
seriously, menace the. corpOrIations REPAIRING
while :giving the people • a sufficient
. .insight into the business of the, cot- We handle all the finest and daint-poratious to remove the 'prejudice ex- 
eat articles with A.rne utmost MT%;sting against them:
h s and make repairs that are absolutely
letter, says: aatifactory.
Civic Prkle
and
Cleanliness
With this topic we call. your at-
tention to Lusterine Soap. You have
found its quality—it cleans. Our fac-
tory is in the heart of the city and' is
as fragrant as a flower garden. No
other soap factory in the United
States: can boast of this. VVhat does
it mean? Simply this—purity. It will
not hurt the skin. Every citizen of
Paducah can use this soap for the
purposes for which it is recomnvendt-
ed. They can do so with pride as to
its quality and with faith as to its
purity. Ask for it at your dealer r.
Insist that they give you the Paducah
Soap.
Lusterine Soap Co.,
Incorporated
pRINTING
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Queen & Crescent Route
DIRECT LINE TO
CHATTANOOGA, ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA
Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Spring.
and many other resorts hi the "Land
of the Say" and beautiful "Sapphire"
country of Western North Carolina,
offering a high altitude, bracing
climate, picturesque mountain scenery
and splendid hotels.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
the Sky" booklet and other hand-
somely illustrated literature.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist. Pale,
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Gerd. Pate..
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
Have
Moved
to
Broadway
in couclud-ng
"I favor a commission to control
gas compinies, chic because firde-"I
sire the, public to lkcome informed •
concerning our busine s an4 to *MI
this knowledge through a source an
which the public will have colt:
hdence." .t.
•
A SPECIALTY
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
e.proadway.
• •
•
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ALL READY BANK DIRECTORS MARRIED
41,
FOR THE GREATEST CROWD ASLEEP 3 YEARS IN ST. LOUIS
DELPHIA FAILURE HAD
Banks and Many Stores Will Close NOT MET FOR THIRTY
and Holiday Hours Observel by, ' MONTHS.
the Postoffice.
EVER SEEN HERE ON _
LABOR DAY.
MR. HENRY ARENZ AND MISSEXECUTIVE BOARD OF PHILA-
MINNIE FLOREE UNITED
THERE YESTERDAY.
Was the Reason Clearing-House Re-
Preparations are complete for the fused to Advance $7,0000 on
immense labor day celebration Mon "Dead Sea Fruit."
day, and the indications are for the
biggest crowd ever seen here on
Labor Day.
Large delegations are eipectea
from surrounding towns, and the
Lommittee of arrangements have
made ample preparat.ons for their en-
tettainment.
The parade' committee requests
that all invited guests who are to
take part in the parade be at the c•ty
hadl at o'clock a. au
As the day is a national holiday,
there will be on'y one mail delivery,
said the postuffice will be open only
from to to a. in.
All of the banks will be closed,
and many of the stores will doss,
among them the fo:lowing:
Roy I.. & company, B.
Vi'eille & Soneo. Rock S,boestiorn-
pany, George a liart. &.;Spes cont-
pany, Wallerstein rs c Ralik,- Phil-
lips & compan., 1111eye Girt doods
company. H ank:43eocr-Wh4te & Sirk,
E. Guthrie & company 1.. B. Ogilvie
& company, L. .W. Ilennaberger corn •
pally. Gran& Lieadee, 1.endler &
Lydon. Cochrad Shoe company, H.
Diehl & Sons. • - I
BASEBA LL YESTERDAY
How They Stand.
\V. L.
Vincennes 70 48
t a ro 
 
65 ss
.jacksunvinc, (#2 55
Paducah 56 61
Danville 
 s...54 66
ttoon 
 • • • 48 72
Both Are Well Known and Popular
Stole a March on Their Friends—
Return Shortly.
The Register last night received a
Philadelphia, Pal Sept. 1.—Addi- spec•al from St. Louis• announcing a
tional developencnts, 'sensational In the Marriage of Mr. Henry Areoz. and
Humniel, of 519 Harrison street.character, continue to crop,out in con- Miss Minnie Floree, both of this city. Mr. Basker is a well-known businessnection with the failure of the Real,
Estate Trust Company. Today it be-1 Whi•e the friends of the contra.ct- .man. of St. Louis, and has visited the
came known publicly, for the • first ;lig parties Were expecting such an city frequently. :Store details of the
t;me since the suspension of the trust esent to take place in the near future.I wedding will be given in the next
company that there had not been a the couple stole a march on them.
meeting of the directors of the bank
for
Miss Fluree, who is one of Padu-
 nearly three years, every detail
being left to the late president, Frank cah's leading milliners, went to St.
K. Hippie. This was ss•hy the clear- Louis a few days ostensibly to buy
ing-house association hesitated sbont fall goods. Mr. Arenz followed
coming to the aid. of the company enIshortly, and then came the announce-
Tuesday. During the meeting of the ment that they were to be married
clearing-house bankers, Joseph D. Saturday.
Junkin. counsel for the Real Estate The bride is both beautiful and ac-
Trust Company, was asked:
"When was your company last ex-
amined by the state board?"
-About three years ago," slowly re-
plied Junkin. This frank admission war, a sterling business man, and is agriculture, forestry and immigration
caused a mild sensation among the cennected with the Paducah commis''. which met at the offices of the corn-
bankers present, but when he was non company. mercial club yesterday afternoon. On
asked, 'When did the directors of the The happy pair will spend a few no part of the ground leased or con-
trust company last examine its af- days at the bride's former home at trolled by the state fair associationfairs?' the answer, 'Not for more than i Louisana, Mo., and after a brief honey. will gambling be permitted.
two and a half years,' caused men who
moon trip return to this city and ' The resolution Was adopted with-
guide the affairs of Philadelphia's 
make their home over the millinery out a dissenting vote. One member,
,Desha Breckinridgee, however, -re-financial institutions store to gasp. Criticism'
of the members of the clearing-Souse, , 16 
Broadway.
frained from voting. All of the mem-
association is responsible for this ir-I hers of the board were present except
formation being disclosed by one of THREE FISHES Messrs. Jones and Wilson, and those
Pc, the leading. members of the assocja- AND TWO LOAVES, voting for the resolution were Messrs.
.593 lion. Several of the directors would Vreeland. Moorman, Harris, Scovell,
.54: have been saved had local bankers ad- Great Catch of Paducah Fishing Party Adams and Mayo. Mr. Breckinridge
.53o vanced the $7,000,000. A member of said the resolution was meaningless
.4sr tlit'•elearing-house assoeilifkistsfidi and declined to vote.
•. •Ir •
Yesterday.
The resolution adopted is as fol-
'45° "The directors of thirtri4t company "Let's go fishing," said. Bill Hokins lows:
400 did not appear to know whether the to Colonel Bud Dale, proprietor of the 
.'Be it resolved by the state board
MARRIAGE
OF MR. GEORGE F. BACKER, OF
ST. LOUIS, TO MISS SOPHIA
MAY HUMMEL
At the Lutheran Church, Wednesday
Sept. 5, Rev. Ilten Officiating.
issue of the Register.,.._
The guests have already begun to
arrive. MT. and Mrs. Otto E. Gross,
of St. Louis, came last evening.
NO GAMBLING ON
STATE FAIR GROUNDS.
Schedule for Today.
Paducah at Jacksonville
Cairo at Danville.
V.ncinnea at Mattoon.
Pourtepst Inning Tie Game.
Jacksonville;* Sept' -I-or 14
innings Alters awl Brishic pitched
g-eat ball.- tred -the game was called
on account of darkness. Ilacketts
home run after two out with two men
c.n bases in feneth inning tied the
score was the feature. The visitor:
scored three in the third on timely
htiting, and a base on balls.
R 11 F.
111:114t0,0n 7: Vincennes 6.
Mattoon. Sept. I.—Mattoon
scored three runs in the ninth today,
making an exciting finish and win-
k H E
• Mattoon  # • 7 it 7
Vincennes 
 
6 5 3
Batteries: Dowell and Johnston.;
Perdue and Matteson.
Danville 6; Cairo 5.
Danville, Ill.. Sept. z.—Lattimerer's
home run smash in the eleventh in-
• fling won for Danville today:
R II
O 
 V
Danvi le 
 6 12
,•Ce;ro s 8 1
Batteries: Guerney and Ott; John.
son Wflys,tuid Quiesser.
Grace Episcopal church—Rev. Da-
vid C. Wright. rector.. The rector has
returned from his vacation and the
regular services will be resumed. Sun- cention of Dr. W. S. Weir Mitchell.
who is ill in Mine. met today in regit-.elay school 9:3o t. -m. -Sernion and
— 'Holy Communion 10:45. No even- lay session in the trust company
building.ing service during - September.
shortage was five ent ten, trillion. It New Richmond House yesterday
Nv o it I ii have I cc., coif-, Alol.. as tt, have' morning.
advanced cash when the affairs of the "All right," said Colonel Bud.I
banks are in such a condition. ' Junkin "Me, too," remarked Lin Dale.
could not tell why tha state board cf The matter being settled, the next
examiners and the board of directors thing was to decide on the place, and
had failed to do their duties for nearly' after a debate the Illinois lake was
three years. 1 selected.
-. ...f , ' x• 1
As the river was too deep to wade
"The three directors who came be a boat was necessary, and, after afore us had absolutely nothing to of- vote, it was decided that Colonel Budfer in return for the $7,000,000 but s to hire the boat and pay fordead sea fruit! 
. same.
"When asked if they would pledge Colonel Bud agreed, but stipulated
of agriculture, forestry and immigra-
tion, That there shall be no betting
on races, or contests ,or any gambling
devices, or any games of chance, or
any pool selling on grounds leased or
controlled by the board during the
holding of the state fair."
That run-dtswo, tired feeling is the
first symptom of MALARIA, take
:
their fortunei to nuke good the •ses that the others were to do the row-
ing. 
▪ •itaton MalarialThe current is very swift, and in
order to land opposite Paducah the 00,1
boat was rowed a mile or two up- Ionic Capsules
stream, but, after several trials, the
boat always landed on the Kentucky
side, just above the wharf.
Along about noon Colonel Bud, see-
ing that they would never get across
at chat rate, took the oars himself,
and in the afternoon landed. on the
Illinois side. Price so Cents Per Box.
They tramped across to the lake.
caught three ifish, each no longer than
Mechanicsblirie M. F. church—Sun-I Henry Acting Suspiciously.
day school 9:15 R. tn.; preaching at Mother." says the doubting wife,it a. nu and 8 p. m. by the pastor
, "I do not believe Henry is all that he
V 
Rev. J. W. Cantrell. Jitinior Epwortn
should be.'league at p. WA' *Sloe Epworih •
"'hat wrong .w• ith him now,league at 7 p. ?tries? A short time ago von wc.re
t-ns...nlriieln., that he staved out too
A Query. late of nights. Is he staying oat lat-
•
I• Juno, they say,, ox wad. it thanevetr
Now, don't y „ hink iftne. "No. 'He spends every evening at
Were she a di 4#f these :1'6=, %lane now and) really that looks to in.
She'd be peile. too? •
"
Msas, though he had something on 
timore American.conscience. 
that the allied banks might sustain by
going in blind, their answer was a
painful silence. Under such circum-Paducah 
 
 
.38 1 
stances the clearing
-house could notJacksonvile ........ .... 3 14 2 aid the trust compasisf."Batteries; Beattie ;and Downng;
Akers and Belt. Receiver Earle-neigh-he unearthed to-
day in the bank securities aggregating
St.000.000 face valve in the name of
Adolph Segal Until he' investigates
more fully he will not be able to say
how mucth they are worth.
Mr. Earle today reiterated his firm
hrli.f that the officers of the bank
mnst certainly have had knowledge of Colonel Bud's little finger, and. with
President Hippie's transactions with two loaves of bread, made their stsp-
Segal and others.
Mr. Earle said this afternoon he
was investigating reports against the
directors and officers of the trust com-
pany
"I am investigating." he said. "the
charge that some of the directors, tab-
log advantage of their exclusive prior
knowledge of the company's embar-
rassment sold stock and withdrew de- 
Frankfort. Ky., Sept. v.—The sta:c
board of election commissioners have
posits in order to save themselves and completed the bat of county election
others. commissioner.'s. The remaining demo-
thwi .sr crlavoro:tertiron. 71-Lintteir 77- :TT:rt.:Hit; 
cratic members of First district are: SOW
th0:- will have to suffer." 
Calloway county, K. Robertson, Mur-I Gray's Buffet,
The hoer.' of directors. with the es- 
ray; Fulton county, W. C. Johnson Palmer House Bar,
Hickman; Graves county, C. W. Wil- L. A. Larymarimo.
son. Mayfield: Hickman county, W. R.'
Hicks, Fulton.
The republican members for the
First district are: Ballafil county, WI
L Witty. Bandana; Caldwell, L. F.I
Sasseen, Princeton; Cab-sway, D. Hi
Redden. Murray; Carlisle, George T.1 -.VA
Joyner, Bardwell; Crittenden county,'
W. B. Yaudell, Marion; Fulton coun-
ty. Ds. S. W. Paris, Fulton; Graves 1
county, A. C. Carman, Mayfield: Flick-
m-an county. E. F.. Reid, Clinton; Liv.-,
ingston county, W. F Smith-I
land: Lyon county. John Jones. Eddy-, SUCCESSORS TO
ville: Marshall county. T. M. McGreg-
or. Benron: MleCracken county. W. Paducah Stamp & Stencil Co.
Farley. Paducah; Trigg county, J. T
T000lge, Cadiz. 523 Drewry. N (W T. 36.
complished, and since her arrival here
and the purchase of the millinery
store from Mrs. Carrie Warren fLonisville, Sept. I.—Gambling was
Girardy has made many friends. tabooed by a resolution adopted by
Mr. Arenz is well known and pop- the members of the state board of
Mr. George F. Backer, of St. Louis,
and Miss Sophia May Himmel will be
married at the -German Lutheran
church this city, Wednesday, Sept. 5,
Rev, then, the pastor, officiating.
Miss Hummel is the charming
daughhter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
per-dinner.
They came back last night It is
said all three refused to speak to each'
other.
REST OF ELECTION
COMMISSIONERS
Resolution Adopted by Board Voted
for by All Except Mr.
Breckinridge.
Has
BACON'S
DRUG STORK.
Seventh and Jackson St. Phone 237
The specific for all malaria.
eared otters Will cure you.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
at
•••••=11111••
Now isaiitartime for you to fill your coal house.
•
+OW.'
Lump 12c, Nut 1 ic
." .
-- Best Kentucky,and Illinois Coal
t'
.4." : 2. r""hq 1 ri rr.
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. ;Agent for Whitehall and
- 
. •'t
. s ,
A
•
4tiitrisciful5" slef'1541UW4D0-
•
•• I.:
Cement. 'KING OF CEMENT."
M Cunningham,
ow 245. - - Thiriteenthitand
Was
••••St ... erling v‘rware....
The variety shown by us afford the widest range for seIecti:r, ...I
our prices are very low indeed. Be sure to see
are offering thisesesson in silverware. '
JILIWfit
 ,••••• • 111....711,/ V^NrINNZPSWIE VIMMIUM
S. P. POOL, L. C. STEPHENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
Both Phones No. 110. 203 206 8 Third
 Aminor' 
ANNOUNCEMENT
WE EXTEND TO OUR
RIENDS THE SEASON'S
GREETING, AND. WITH IT AN
EARNEST INVITATION TO
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SUITINGS AS.13 OUR PRICES
WILL SUIT YOU.
NISOM11,1•111.1•01m...
& Black, 516 Bway.
WINDOW
HANE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
•
AND A GREEA B L E HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C. C. Lea. 315 hay,
BbSINESS COLLEGE
No theories taught but actual business from the start. Thorough
cources in bookkeeping, shorthand, touch-typewriting, penmanship, cor-
respondence, spelling, commercial law banking, arithmetic, grammar, etc..
Call or write for beautiful new catalog.
PADUCAH CENTRAL
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE 306 BROADWAY
The Only Licensedichael Pawnbroker
MONEY LOAINIAD ON ALL VALUABLES
AT LOWEST INTEREST.
SPECIAL BARGAINS in Roger's Silverweare, such as Knives
Spoons, Tea Sets, etc. BARGAINS in High Grade Watches—Hamilton
and Ball, B. W. Raymond—one half price.
Just received, nice lot of Bracelets, odd tires and 6-size Watches. 51
cents on dollars for ten days. air BROADWAY.
Don't forget the place. Next to Lange drug store.
The New Veterinary Hospital.
Farley & Fisher, Vetterinary Surgeons and. dentists. Special facil-
ities 1,,,te been provided for in constructing our new hospital which en
*les us to treat all diceases of hots es and dogs in the most modern
manner. We have a clean, airy,•sanitpsy and up-to-date place and one
that es complete in every- detail.
0 We invite you to call and inspect our place.
Office and Hospital, 09 South Third street.
Office Phone, old, 1345l.itew, 353;.reerilenee, old phone Mt
day he and the negroes who came
with him to participate in this con- more things upon which the races
vention are entitled to the considerate agree than upon which they disagree.
'treatment of the people of Atlanta. There is practically no section of the
south Where the negro farmer, me-
chanic, merchant and banker can not
find encouranement. opportunity and
"he ventral feeling which may exet prosperity. In this respect let us not:
in Atlanta at this time, these negroes overloo 
opportunities are at our door."
kthe fact that many similar
of the better class gathered in peace-I
ful and deliberative assembly. should
not he treated with anything less than I WHY FARM' HELP IS SCARCE
•syksinathy or consideration. (Fulton Leader.)
' Haeing said this much, let us say Perhaps the town people wonder
iI•at it v. ould be both impolitic and why they are not having as many via-
imprudent for this body of men to 'tors from the rural districts in. town
on Saturdays now as usual. Well
the reason is just this: The farmers
are head over heels in work and it 's
impossible to get shelp on the farms
Farmers come in town looking for
"If the Afro-American Business help but the idlers who loaf about
dleague %you' commend itself to the town will not go to the country,
symnatbv and respect of the .neople FAiere- their services are so bad 'y
oF the south it should utilize this ols- needled, at any twice. One farmer
portunity to pass resolutions of the who was in Fulton looking for help
strongest and most emphatic nature several days ago said he visited the
condemning in blistering terms the negro pool room on the Tennessee
criminal., of their race, calling upon side and other negro loafing places in
the teachers, the preachers and the ed- Fulton and made flattering offers to
hoe. of the race to -devote the bulk negroea to get them to work for him,
of their time and their Space tn hut They positively refused, claiming
prraishing hell and damnation to these! they did not have to work. In fact
criminals and advising their race as she said, some of them seemed to be
individuals and as organized bodiest insulted when he offered them work.
'to co-operate heartily in helping the This farmer said that the (afters in
*He man to hunt down and bring is; general shot" go to Mayor Shack-
"justice the criminal,. of the negro race Jett and see what influence h
and to condemn as Dartieeps have on getting the negroes tos*ork-I
any negroes Who shelter or help or It is indeed distressing to see the
expedite the escape of the rapist in idle negroes in Fulton who positive-
any nart of the south. ly refuse work When it is offered
THE N
The northern people Who are al- sense, he will not miss this 
opportu-
w..s.sharping on the "cruelty of the nity to speak io thunder tones along
southern people toward the colored these lines and to rule the 
dielibera-
' man and their unjust -treatment" tions of this co:.'rention to this general
shoold read the following articles con- end."
These words are rendered necessarycerning THEIR colored brother (not
ours.) H the good people of the north by the failure of the negroes evely-
svolltd base their opinion of the.negro where to coridn•n, the crimes of their
as he is known in the south on race. In all the recent reign ,of 
lust
the writing of the southern people, the aid rendered by the negro 
hack
syl!f. know the negro, and not on such driver, Kelsey, at Mayfield ,is the one
of lies as published in "Uncle exception where a negro has rendered
'ioni's Cabin" and similar publica- assistance in hunting down these hu-
tio--s t11,•y would gather a • irincli man madi-dogs. Kelsy, ignorant
accurate idea of the situation. Nv as he i;, is a greater friend
to his race than the so-called leader
SOCIAL EQUALITY who prates londlv about "justice' to
FATAL FOR BLACKS the rape fiend, vsho forfeits his life
• A Fort:Worth, Tex., dispatch-saysthe_mcnnient_ht...attachs_the,.virtue of a
'lion. Clarence Ousley, editor of the wife or a daught,-. The way to stop
Fort Worth Record and one of the lynching is to s-' -n c-riminal assaults.
most thorough students of the race
question in the south, has written :,n 'BOOKER T '
open letter to President Rooseve:t
on the projected abandonment of
Fort Brown because the white people
refused to receive negro troops on
terirs of social equality in which he
reviev., the incident and conclude: .
''While not 'so designed, its effect is
to pvi: Iii-t in the minds of
'he millions of negro brutes who arz
no wore comparable to the intelligent
ra'gro you have met than the be-' cif s
the race today is comparable to the! 
thing that the world respect will go
savages of Africa. farthest 
in promoting our interests.
The :e IlegrOc of whom I ;peak 
Let constructive progress be the dom-
q
and whom you do not know, co -ti-
note among us in every sectian
tine the vast majority of the o.000.coo' '‘f Ninerica.
living in our back yards, and they "Right here 
in Georgia we 'have
rare absulutely incapable of reason. abundant 
evidence that the negro is
learning this lesson at a rapid rate.
It is safe to say that the negroes :n
Georgia own at least $20,000.000 worth
of taxable property and that our peo-
ple in other sections of the south have
made almost equal progress. Within
the last rear I have inspected and
studied the conditions and progress
of our people in the northern and
western states and I have no hesita-
tion in reaffirming my opinion that
the soutthern states offer the best per-
manent abode for the mas'ses of our
people.
"There is much that the brave, in-
telligent, patriotic white man of Amer.:
ica can do for us; there is much we
can do for ourselves. The executive
authorities should see that every law
is enforced. regardless of race or col-
or, that the weak are wotected
against injustice from the strong. We
have examples in several southern
states that this is being done in an
encouraging degree.
"On the es' part we have a
duty. 1 ders should see to it
that the criminal negro is got rid of
whenever possible. Making all allow•
ances for mistakes, injustices and the
influence of racial pride. I have no
hesitation in sayrrils that one of the
elements in our present situation that
gives me most concern is the large
number of crimes that are being com-
mitted by members of our race. Ti7e
negro is committing too much crime
north and south.
Social equality to their minds means
the unspeakable crime. For every„as-
piring and decent negro who sees the
'door of hope' which you vainly imag-
ine you are holding open to the rare
10.000 negroes see - only the embrace
of a white virgin. Cut off our ra-
t;ens. drive our men out of the -house
of their fathers as an atonement for
.slavery. lint don't make our wives and
-slaughters the victim of a false phil-
osophy and a partisan regime.
"You have proved your greatness
in many achievements and I like to
1'-ink you are honest. But you art
riot infallible and you cannot perforrn
'miracles."
REIGN OF NEGRO LUST.
(Hopkinsville Kentuckian.)
This time it is Wayne county, Ky.,
'that is stirred with racial excitement
over the attempt of a, negro named
Perry Copenhaven to assault a white
girl. Miss Fairchild, 14 years old, .near
Mont.ceilo. The negro is under ar-
rest and' has been taken to Somerset
to sscape a mob bent on applying to
him thhe unwritten law. This makes
five of three outrages in Kentucky in
as many weeks, and in other southern
:tntes the situation is still worse. Only
two days ago a 5-year-old child was
assaulted by a negro at Bertrand, Mb.
In hardly a southern state from Mac-
s( uri to South Carolina has there
been freedom from these horrid
crimes during the present year and
the number in the aggregatae is larg-
er than for years. There seems to be
an epidemic of lustful violence, en-
dangering the safety of the women
of the south wherever negroes are
found. A great negro convention is
now in session at Atlanta, presided
over by the ablest of all negroes, and
these plain words were addressed to
it in an editorial in the Atlanta 'Geor-
gian. edited by John Temple Graves:
"When Booker Washington with
- his National Afro-American Business
league meets in Atlanta on Wedneas
"Ttlir t' 1'1 Me of lynching every v. lie re
and at all times shim!il be condemned
and those who commit crimes of any
nature should be condemned. Our
southland today has no greater enemy
to business progress than lynchers and
those who provoke lynching.
"We cannot be too frank. or tan
strOng in discussing the harm that the
committing of crime is doing to our
race. Let us stand up straight and
speak out and act in no uncertain
terms in this direction. Let us do our
part and then let us call on the
whites to do their part.
"Right here in the south there are
"They come here on the invitation
of the mayor, the city couneil and the
chamber of ciammeree. and whatever
spend any of their time while 'they
vrr here in making orations or passing
resolutions in condemnation of lynch-
ing as they have edire at previous ses-
sions.
Atlanta, Ga.; Sept. T.—After explain-
ing the objects of the NatiOnal Negro
Business Men's lea:.-ne. which met
here, Booker T. Wa -Iiin,gton in his
annual address as president of the
league said in part: "We believe that
while the world may pity a wlhining,
crying race, it seldom respects it. We
believe that the intim:nee of one gr.nt
success in really accomplishing some-
vention that has assembled here since,
The race issue became so acute hs the
watt, Anil. if Boolaer Washington
wish, v:nr1;cnte 0,e -nutation he
his attained for leadership and good
"ThisIs slit r tt,ess ?sass too_ them-. Where do they get their sup-
port? This is a question *11:ch can
no dbubt be easily answered if you
have a negro cook. We do not mean
Chat all ,negro cooics are dishonest,
but there\ere some who take away
more from the kitchen home than is
eaten where she cooks it. It is not
that they always steal it, but the ones
they work for often give them what
is left over, and they take it home
ands feed the lazy, trifling class of ne-
groes who will not work for love nor
money. What shall we do? Will we
continue to give these cooks food to
encourage these idlers in loafing
around pool rooms, or will ide snake
them go to work? Let a negro get
hungry and he will work., but fill him
up and see what you can do with him.
Of course there are good negroes, but
we refer in this article to those who
will not world
'NV wonder burglaries are reported
almost every day in Fulton when the-e
are so many negroes in the city who
refuse work. They have 'to live, and
if they cannot make an honest living
they will steal it. Before a man
starves to death he will commit al-
most any crime. We say put the ne-
groes to work or make them leave
'Fulton. A: net fo-fhar -len-not wor
is a curse to any community. Read
the special from Beaumont, Tex., in
this issue ands see what Mr.. Negro
says if they attempt t'o force him to
work. First thing we know it will be
as bad in Fulton. Why not call a halt
now before it is too late?
Read the daily papers and see the
trouble lazy, trifling negroes are giv-
ing the communities where they are
allow-ed to revel in idleness. Never
before were there so many assaults
reported, and it is principally brought
on because thhe whites will not do
their duty in making them work f..r
an honest living.
Illinois Central R. R. Excursion Bul-
letin.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Regimental
reunion anniversary battle of Chicl.a-
mauga. Date of sale September 17
18 and mg, 1906-; limit September 30
1906. By depositing ticket and pav-
ing fee of 5o cents tickets can be ex-
tended to October 31, Igo& Round
trip rate, $.9.25.
Colorado s Springs. Colo.—Pike'
Peale Centennial celebration. Dates
of sale, September to, 20 and 21. 1906;
limit Ovtober 15, 1906. Round trip
rate, $26.3o
Guthrie, Ky.—ark Tobacco Grow-
ers' association. Elate of sale. Sep-
teinber a, 1906; limit, September 24
'god. Round trip rate, $4.95.
Lexington, Ky.—Colored A. & M
fair. Dates of sale, Septensber It to
ts, inclusive, oaci6; limit, September
17, 1906. Round trip rate, $9-35.
Mtenaphis, Tenn.-National Baptisi
(colored) convention. Dates of sale,
September g 10 12, inclusive. 1906;
limit, September ao, lock. Round trip
rate, $5.25.
Los Angeles, Cal.—National Bap-
tist convention. Dates of sale, Sep-
tember 3 to 14. 1906; limit. October
31. t906. Round trip rate, Vold
For further particulars apply to J
T. Donovan, Agent, Paducah. Ky.; R.
M. Prather, T. A., Union Depot.
Louisville, Ky.—Annual State fair.
Dates of sale. Sept. is to 22, inclusive,
1906. Round trip rate, $6.95.
HE MADE THE OPPORTUNITY
How Educator Succeeded in Desire
to Address Students.
A distinguished educator of Boston,
who once visited a western college
during examination week, was, for
some reason or other, not asked to
address the students, as he had ex-
pected he would be. In chapel he was
merely requested to lead in prayer.
which he did in this wise:
"Be pleased, Father in Heaven, to
guide the steps of the president of this
college. Thou lenowest that he was
a classmate of Thy •ervant, a gradu-
ate of the class of '84, taking high
honors. Thine eye hath looked with
favor noon tbe happy choice that re-
sulted in his appointment, with the
consent of the trustees, as the head
of this institution. Thou knowest that
the students of this college oaght to
look upon him as a friend as well as
their president. Thou knoweet that
thy servant is well pleased with the
high standards of scholarship here pre-
vailing and With the ristitteouaness
and loyalty of the students."
Finally, to the intense. delight of
the students, the visitor conehided his
prayer as follows:
"And I thank Thee for this oppor-
tunity to •address the students of this
college."
Strange Story—But True.
F. L. Vandenarift has a new story
It is illustrative M the marvelous fe-
cundity of the English sparrow.
"I was spending Sunday with the
Dumont Smiths, at Kinsley," said
Vaan, in recounting his experience.
"We had been up late the night be-
fore and I was a 'trifle drowsy. I sat
out on the front porch listening to the
church bells and gazing off into the
illimitable space that lies between a
shortgrass 'town and the horizon be
yond. -
"Presently T dropped my hat' into
a bed of Virginia creeper and dozed
off to sleep. I could not have slept
more than an hour, for Ole children
were passing the house on the way
froms Sunday school when I awoke.
ruhrbed my eyes and glanced over at
, my hat. In it sat an English sparrow
, brooding a setting of eggs. While
' slept the sparrows had 'b'uilt a nest
in my hat, the motherbird- had laid
a full complement of eggs and hadbe-
es.s ‘,.orl, of liatching
Kansas City Journel.
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
+ TEMPERANCE NOTES. + ;
+ + + + + + + + + +
From the Ram's Horn.
Bittain spends on an average
£3,000,00o more on intoxicating
liquors than on brc ad, butter, cheese,
milk, eggs and fruit.
'The Belg an Pultament has almost
unanimously approved the law for-
bidding the sale and manufacture of
absinthe in 'Belgium. A movement
has also been started in France to
introduce a similar law there.
A Cleveland bank requires 'its em-
ployes to sign an agreement not to
enter any place where intoxicating
liquors are sold. Two employes were
recently discharged because they en-
tered a liquor-selling restaurant after
the theatre:.
Hydrate of chloral has been recog-
nized- IS -the-very cornormr-drug
in saloons for the purpose of render-
ing drinkers unconscious. Differ-
ent forms of opium are also used, but
they are not so easi), concealed as
the former, and sometimes are fol-
lowed by the death of the person.
It is reported by Gov. Magoon of
the Panama Canal Zone that there
has been a reduction, in the number
of saloons down there—from 3on to
sixty-three—since the United States
tJok charge. That is good;. but it,
will, be better when the remaining
sixty-three are wipcd out.
The most virile temperance centi-
mein now prevails throughout Nlissis-
sippi. l's:ot only is there a Vigorour
war being made upon the C. 0. D.
business—a war to the very hilt—but
many of the circuit judges are much
.nore.severe than usual on the ordin-
ary crimes of the day. Judge Coch-
ran. of the ,Mleridian distrct, deserves
special mention for his courageous
arraignment of lawlessness general'y
The poison of tobacco h so potent
and violent in its action that even the
external application of the moist
ieaves to the sl/sti is sufficient to pro•
duce most serious symptoms. If a
cigar be unrolled the leaves com-
posing it be applied over the stomach,
great nausea will be produced in a
Nary short time. When tobacco is
apelied to the mucous membrane, as
in chewing and snuff taking, its pois-
oyous cements are absorbed in
essentially the same manner as when
it is applied to the skin, but much
more rapidly. In chewing, consider-
able quantities are also absorbed
through the stomach. beng swal-
lowed with the saliva.
Most persistently have the agents
of the wHiskey traffic circulated re-
ports that the obsolition of the sale
of intoxicants in the army "canteens"
has greatly increased the cases of
drunkenness in the United States
army, and a vigorous effort is on foot
to restore whiskey to these "can-
teens." But these reports are fa'se.
as proven by Gen. Davis' official re-
port of the cases of drunkenness in
the army for seeuccessive years. They
are as follows:
1900-1,496 cases of drunkenness.
toot —T ,137 cases of drunkenness.
1(.102. 969 cases of drunkenness.
igos— fht cases of drunkenness.
1904— 616 cases of drunkenness.
loos— soft cases of drunkenness
• 
• •
Excursion Rates Via the Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.--$16.40. On sale daily to
September 30th, with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville. N. • C.-4t3.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
--
Low Homeseekers Rates to many
points in the southwest, west and
points in the souhteast, west and
southewst on first and third Tues-
days of each month, June to Novems
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets
etc., call on any agents of the South-
ern Railway or address,
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., tit East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. M. MUNGERFORD, D. P. A.
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
J. C. BEAN, JR., A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.
+ + + + + + + + + + +
• Kentucky Fair Dates.
a.
+ + + +
Kentucky State Fair,Mattil,Efinger Co.
Septembe- 17-22.
Paris. September 4-5 days.
Eli zabetht own, September 4-3 days. 
JUndertakers and Embalmers,
Cyclone losordoce
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.
Campbell Buildirg. Both Phones 369
The Fever
Season
Has few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped with
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Heating from
Ed D.Hannan 4f
THE PROMPT PLUMBER.
325 Kentucky Avenue. 132 South Fourth Street. Both Phones aot.
 
ere'
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
a)ADVC.AH REAA. ps-r WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM ;. AM.
IIIONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VaITERN
ICENTUOCY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE i.JI3T
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
LOG • RW. wan-Tr...molts- Pducati.
J?l. COU LSO N ,
.1 LUMBINLI
Steam and Hot Water !leafing.
Phoge_133. ‘20 N. Rird
INSURE WITIEC
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
11
Office' 106 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 16964 .41
4:6
Bardstown, September 5-4 days.
Monticello, oeptemoer slays.
Gktsglow, september 12-4 days.
Sebree, September 11-5 days.
Hartford, September ;9-4 days.
Henderson, Seprembee 26-4 clays.
Falmouth, Septtember 26-4 days..
Pembroke, September 27-3 days.
Owensboro, October 2-5 days.
Mayfield, October 3—days.
It is a peculiarity of Russian rail-
ways that their stations are generally
two miles distant from, the smaller
town, and villages which they serve
This is said to be on account of the!
ditaffer of Are, the houses in small
i places generally being thatched wi4h
straw.
13018. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH.OKY
4M111111
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incor porated )
GENERAL CARTAGE BUSINESS.
41 UMW
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT.IISACVINs
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS. !MN
OFFICE SECOND AND MONROE. BOTH PHONES.
P•OD: FITZPATRICK, SUPT1
.1-
k
4.1
•
4
4.
# se.
•
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J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, it and 12, Coluniala Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
ALDEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
_
Room No. 5, Paducah.
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
• DR. R. E. HEARNI
1
•
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. RoBT. 3. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
- a •
Both Phones 355
4
Office hours 8to to a. m., x to Si
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILLI=
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Mille;
CS Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of Om
state. Roth phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office ass
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.
Will practice in all courts of Ke
tucky.
C. NANNING SEARS, M. B.
Office 1101 Mews St.
Telophon 311.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PAEfUCAH, KENTUCKY.
E. H. PURYEAR
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildina
533 1-2 Broadway. Paducah, Ky
New 'Phone 490
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Rod Estate Law.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bant
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Yraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, rat
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
aeS1411110e 1041 clay, Old Phone 161)a
Gas and Gasoline
Engines
For All Purposes
I to 300 horse power. Best, cheap
est and most economical.
Special attention to electric light
ing plants.
HARRY E. WALLACE,
Paà'ucah, Ky
ffilaaa•Pa
•a•■••••••
••••••••••
• 
NATURill CAVES I city after passing under the Tennessee1 age t
hey, would come out south- of the
1 river. Armed with provisions, match-es, flint and punks hatchets, planks and
a rough map of the cave furnished by
an old citizen, the party entered the HELD BY WOMAN WHO OFTE
N
cave early one morning. They tray- CHANGES HER
1 eled all of one day, frequently losing NAME.
ONE RUNNING UNDER KNOXJ their way from the main passage.
VILLE IS MORE THAN SIX Criminals Use Them.
MILES LOG. Finally toward sundown they saw
daylight ahead of them and in a few
minutes they climbed out on Chero-
Runs Beneath the Foundations of the kee bluf
f and gave a great shout when
( they realized that they had made theTallest Buildings and Passes 1 six-mile trip, passing under the entire
. city. The newspapers at the time gave 
Le Selo, N10., Sept. 1.--Probably noUnder Entire City.
1 
one in the world has ever changed
interesting accounts of their perilous 
trip. 
his or her name oftener than the lady
Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. I.—How
. That the entrance to these caves are 
*Ito is nsw Milts. Clementine Schulte-
know-. to,criminals and that they have 
nather of Kilbourne,. in this. county.
much weight, figured in heavy bri:k .
buildings, will the roof of a cave been successfully used by such in mak- 
Her torents were named Virtue
in good their escape from officers of 
and. called her Kate, but both died
which spreads itself under the cc- -
tral part of a rapidly growing cOy. the law is now quite generally be 
when shs was only a year old, and
stand? This question is one sonic- Hever! sioce the disappearance of liar- 
she was thereupon adopted by Mr.
and Irs
times discussed by citizens of Knox- vev Logan. the bandit, after he had 
N. Carnulette, who gave her
their name and changed her first name
ville who are familiar with its undez- broken jail, and the disappearance 
i July. 15 of this year of John McPhes- 
to Imogene .hy decree of court. Mr.
noignd topography. 1
For Knoxville is a city built overt son after he had murdered two men. 
Camulette died and his widow, being
0 care for the little girl,
a. succession of *caves, one of which Absollitely no clews to either of the 
unable t .
afford.; a passage running directly un- men are known to the officers, yet bits 
turned her over to a family by the
der the city, north and south, through rewards are outstanding for the cap- 
name of Coffine, who changed her
its center and under some of the tall- ture of both men and posses of offi- 
first name to Sallie. She kept this
cers and citizen: searched for both 
name until she was rs, and then her
limits.
foster parents died and she was adopt-
and were close behind them at the ...ity ed by a maiden aunt of her mother,
How much longer will the thin crust 
who made her heir and changed. her
name to Vaud Bjork. So she con-
bear its burden of heavy building
Each additional sinking of the earth 
tinned until her aunt died, and then,
about tha city is taken as a warning 
at the age of 21. she was made heiress
by those who have not yet forgotten of 
the estate of one of her grandpar-
ent: under the condition that she
that Knoxville is a city built on caves 
would take the name of Hester Dahrn.
AS SEWERS
,--•••••••••'-or
allalliellaaaanaillaaarnalillialair•I•11111111=0, 
mr
QUEER RECORD ILLINOIS git,rifFRN.DI:tILROALIINIE
She Has Changed Her Own Cogno-
men Nine Times and for Very
Good Reasons.
est buildings of the principal business
street, Gay greet, beginning at Chil-
howee park to the northeast and end-
ing at another opening north of the
Tennessee river near Cherokee bluff,
a distance of more than six miles.
There are at least two well known
openings of the cave in the basements
of buildings on Gay street. One of
these is used for sewerage purposes
while the (alter is barred with an iron
door to prevent possible robbers who
could enter the building through the
basement after making their way
through the rave
Older citizens of Knoxville once 
knew all about this cave and its laby-
rinthine passages leading from the
main passage in every direction, car-
rying one underneath the foundations
of some of the taller buildings. The
rapid growth of the city in recent
years and the bustle and hurry of
business have caused many to cease
to think of these caves and the dan-
ger they may threaten at any time.
Owners of property naturally do not
want to dicer s thP env^ r000tion.
Builoings five, .six and seven stories
high have been erected on this shallow
roof or foundation and new buildings
are going up in every part of the
growing city: yet no one seems to
think that the relatively thin crust of
earth and rock may one day give way
under its heavy burdens The fact that
such a thing has never happened in-
spires the confidence that it never will
and it is therefore a subject that tim-
id people do not care to discuss.
Every now and then are warnings
when the earth sinks for a consider-
able distance along some of the prin-
cipal streets. This has happened half
a dozen times in the last three years
in :as many different sections of the
city. Once or twice the earth has
caved in for a depth of twelve or fif-
teen feet. usually near a sewer pipe.
Workmen open the place and the cav-
ern is then filled in with concrete and
rock, and no more is thought of it ex-
cept by the people who wonder where
the earth has gone and how it got
away. For a distance of fifty feet or
more Vain avenue, directly in front of
the court house, sank two feet a year
ago.
Boys Often Explored Them.
A few weeks later a big hole formed
on Asylum avenue. Several times
along Gay street and Clinch avenue
cavein% of considerable size have been
repaired at considerable cost to the
city. Years ago an opening of con-
siderable ntagnitude formed in the
court house yard. Others have formed
in other sections of the city.
Years ago the boys of the town fre-
quervtly explored the several eaves
about the city. Then the entrarces
were not closed. Now only two ea-
trances are open to the public and
few people know of their location or
existence. Under the White house
now used as a hotel, at the corner of
Gay street and Cumberland. avenue.
is ille long disused entrance of the
main cave This hotel was built be-
fore the civil war and A one time was
the leading hotel in Knoxville.
Several presidents of the United
States and distinguished men, among
them Andrew Johnson. have occuo;ed
the state room of this hotel. Few
of them knew that underneath the
basement is a big hole, the entrance
to a case whose passages run under-
neath the entire city 'of Knoxville.
This ihole has aly-vs been used as a
sewer. Two blocks farther north on
Gay street. in the basement of the
store occupied by D. Rosenthal, (Imo
gist, is another entrance to the cave.
Float One Day Under City.
The owners of the 'property, know-
ing. the extent of this cave and being
ennnizant of the. fart that it extends
RACE WITH THE STORK.
Won by the Latter—Babe Born on a
Bridge Over White River.
She did this andi got $50,000 out of the
estate.
Soon •:fter this she married a man
whose name was Pesther, and the
ridiculous name of Hester Pesther so
displeaed her after the love's young
tween Ms. William Girdly, who, es_ urged the court to change her name
dream of the early marriage that sheCaves Once Well Known. Bedford, Ind., Sept. I.—In a race be-
oring to reach their new home near title she wrote and sold a great deal of
Rose. tinder which romanticcorted by her husband. was endeav- to Wild'
Mitchell. and the stork, the lat- very good, poetry.
ter won by. catching them in the cen- But Cupid again made her his cis-
ter of the wagon bridge, seventy-five tin' and this second time, despite the
feet above the waters of White river rediculous result to her name, she
where a fine son was born. married a man of the nams of Ochs,
Mr. Girdly is superintendent of a (and. although they 'pronounced it
quarry near Mitchell. "Oaks." nearly everyone else called
The lady and babe were taken to it "Ox," so as to make her title "Wild
a ne'ghbor's house, where both are Ox:"
doing well. A question has arisen as This was finally too much for the
to whether the child was born in Ma- Ochs family, and they both got their
non or Shaswick township, as they names changed, this titre to Schnhe-
macher. and inasmuch as her husbandwere on the line of both at the critical
moment. did not like the fancy name of Wild,
they made first name Clemantine
so that the woman, who has been re-
snectively. Kate Thrine. Imogene
Camnlette. Sallie Coffine. Maud Biork
Hester Dahm. Hestero.pte'sther, Wild
Rose and Wild Ohs. as now at laq,
and she hopes permanently, become
Clementine Schuhemacher.
.t,a r.T101111,,, Pt
ft smaller south of
ohp.stio anos
6t over the entrn”,r Thl's.'flor,- is ' Stringent Action Taken by Assembly
kent locked at all times to preeett of New South Wales.
robbe- f-on- enterin- the ...ore wh;ch
is on the busiest corner of the city sod Sydney. N. S. W.. Sept. I.—A ratii-
within a block of the postoffice build. cal anti-gambling and anti-betting rirt
ins. ! passed by the assembly of New South
Four years ago a party of young Wales prohibits betting in clubs,
Tr P ^ . hertdiol tv .Horace Forbes, son of, shops or streets and the publication
P newsnaner ruin. Aiscided't.- Anlore of betting in newspapers before the
CANNOT DODGE ISSUE.
Equitable's Attempt to Get Out o
Show-Down on Technical-
ity Fails.
New York, Sept. 1.-The Equitable
Life Assurance society audits direc
tors, according to a decision by Jus-
tice Bischoff. in the supreme court,
must defend suit brought against them
by State's Attorney General Mayer
to compel an accounting as to the
management and disposition of the
funds and property of the society. The
suit also demands that the director
be compelled to repay any of the so-
ciety's money which may have been
lost or wasted by a violation of the
duties of the directors. The court
upholds a demurrer interposed by the
attorneys for the defendants that there
was improper joinder of causes of ac-
tion, but dismissed the demurrer in
which it was alleged that there was
no proper cause set forth, and that
the directors' could not be compelled
to make repayment as asked. by thej
attorney general.
FIGHTING TO SAVE WIFE
DOCTOR IS ASPHYXI kTED.
Dr. William R. Cheever of Kenosha,
Wis., Overcome by Gas.
Keziiisha Wis., Sept. i —Dr.
R. Cheever, one of thebestknoun
members of the med cal profession in
Kenosha. was asphyxiated here this
morning by gas escaping from a bath
room heater. He was found (lead on
the floor of his sleeping room and his
wife who was in the same room, was
completely overcome by gas.. She hat
not as yet regained consciousness.
Dr. Cheever .is ohotight to have
rscognized the danger and think ng
only of his will'. to have attempted
to get. out of bed and throw open the
windows, when he fel to the floor
and was so stunned that he preyed an
easy victim to the fumes.
Dr. Homer B. Cheever, a brother of
the dead man, was sleeping in another
room in the house and he first d s-
covered the gas.
Dr. Cheever was graduated from
the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons in Chicago in r896. lie was a
Mason of high degree.
Friends of Mrs. Cheever fear that
when she 'is told of the tragic death
of her husband the shock w'll kill her.
PASSES ACT AGAINST BETTING
+ -a 46 I. 4- 4. Sh ih es .O Sh 4-
ONE MAN'S MISTAKE. +
- -
R. A. Walton in Ram's Horn.
4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4-
A faithful pastor in Los Angeles
came to know a man who had for
some time been in the city. He was
invited to call. Ile did so. The pas-
tor asked him if he was a professing
Christian. "Oh, yes," said he. "I was
a member of a church in Ohio, and
when I asked for my church letter on
coming West I sat down and wrote
out my Christian experience, and it
was a good one. I took the church
letter and the Christian experience
and put them together in a little box
and I have had them ever since.
Would you like to see them?" On
examinatiOn he found that a mouse
had eaten up his Christian experience,
and to his great confusion he had to
say to the pastor, "I have lost my
Christian experience and also my
elhurch letter."
How like many others, who put off
the question of finding a new church
home when they find a new home
for their family!
Why is it that some music sOunds
so very well in times of revival that
seems to fall flat at other times? A
man was once il. He called for one
of his old servants, and said to him.
"You come with several of the men
tonir.ht Old sing me some of your old
songs." The men came. They rang
some staid, dignified nieces. "But."
said the sufferer. "what I want is
for you. to sing as you sang down a.
camp meeting, sigh and monrn, and
repeat your chorus lice von do down
there." The leader of the company
hung his head for a moment. and then
said. "Boss, we can't do it. You can't
sing them 'vival songs in time .4
RELIC OF WARTIMES.
I Contiriled from Page Two 1
ter the remainder of the paper was
set up. explains itself: "Two days
bring rihotit great change:. The ban-
ner of the Union floats over Vicks-
burg. Gen. Grant has:can:Ott the
rshbit.' he has dined: in Vickshing.
and he did bring hisdinner with him.
The 'Citizen' lives to see it. For Olt
last time it appears on wull paper.
No more will it enlogize the luxury of
mule meat and fricasseed kitten—urge
southern warriors to such diet nev-
the rave, the entrance to w'hich is roar events. While 114)t rendering ille01 ermore. This is the last wall paper
/riles tiro...hens+ of -the (-its. at Chit- betting or race courses and, grounds 'citizen,' and is ,excepting this note,
hoover nark They had heard stories devoted to sports, the act empowers from the topes as we found them. It
limitsol brains.aud a tremendous. quail- that the cave went tinder the city' and the proprietor to remove bettors and will be valuable hereafter as a euri-
tity of "taste." ., that if they kept along the main pass- restricts the number of rate meetings osity.o
Women's Weakness.
From a business point of view, de-
clares the Lady's Realm, there is natio
ing so fatal for a woman to possess as
"aceompiishnients." The market :s
flooded with ladies of limited incomes
SOUTH BOUND No. loi
Leave Cincinnati • 8:20 a.m.
Leave Louisville  12 :01 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch  2:28 p.m.
Leave Central City  .. 3:30 p.m.
Leave Nortonville  4:08 PAL
Leave Evansville  12:50 p..m.
Leove Nashville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Pr'nceton  4:55 p.m
Arrive Paducah  6:10 pm.
Leave Paduzah  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Fulton  7:20 p.m.
Arrive Gibbs, Tenr..  8:06 p.m.
8:13 p.m.A-rive Rives 
Arrive Jackson  
Arrive Memphis  
Arrive New Orleans
:10 p.m.
10:35 a.m.
•
No. 103
6:oo p.m.
9:40 pin.
ti:30
12:08 a.m.
-3)3 a.m.
1:4o a.m.
4:40 -P-m.
7:00 p.m.
9:45 P.m.
2:27 a.m.
3:40
3:45
4:50
5:51
6:01
a.m,
a.m.
a.m..
a.m.
7:15 a.m
8:20 an:.
8:15 p.m.
No. 121
 
egos**.
7:3C .1.M.
9:oo
11:05 am.
12:30 p.m.
:28 p.m.
8:30 a.m..
8:05 a.m.
11:20 iota.
2:35 pin.
4:15 11-11‘
4:2:7) p
6:oo -
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NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Lcave Rives 
Leave Fulton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Princeton 
Arrive Hopkinsv Pe 
Arrive Nashville 
Arrive Evansville 
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinna'ti 
1e:15 a.m 12:35 3.M. 6:00 a.m.
11:20 a.m. 1:43
11 :25 'A.M. 1:48 ..ill
.m.
7:450 am.
12:39 p.m. 3:03 a.m. 9:19
6:15 p.m. 5:20 a.m.
9:25 p.m. 8:
p.m. 
93:413051 a..:111.
2 :05 plm.
*34;0565 p.m. rri. 
4.:30 a.m.
5o8 am.
8°° a5:35 P.m. 7:50 im:
9:15 p.m 12:00 110011
FO :35
11:30
r2:55
*4:55
.4:55
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND
Leave Paducah 
/rive Carbondale 
Arrive Chicago
Arrive St. Louis 
No. 306 NO. 374
12:40 p.m 4:20 p.m.
4'25 P.m 8:40 p.m,
 6:30 a.m 6:30 a.m.
8:30 p.m 7:20 a.m.
, • a
SOUTH BOUND
Leave St. Louis 
No. 305
7:45 a.m.
Leave Chicago 
 
 2:50 a.m.
Leave Cabondale  1 t :40 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  3:35 p.m.
No. 375
9:40 
p.m.
6:2o p.m.
7:05 a.m.
11:oo am.
•
•
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE,
NT BOUND, to1-8o1
Leave Nashville  Soo a.m.
11:20 a.m.
2:35 p.m.
4:15 9.n26
6:15 p.m.
7:45 Pm
7:20 a.m
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m
Leave Hopkinaville 
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Cairo 
arrr've St. Louis 
No. 102 No. 104 No. 122
7:10 p.m. 9:15 a.m.
("ASs m R•in p 
8:07 a.m. woo p.m.
it :58 p.m
•
3:45
1:28
. •
135-835
6:4o a.m.
745 a-m-
9:25 Lin.
9:30 a.m,
11:10 a.m.
4:30 P.m.
9:30 P.m.
yalb
•
a
•
122-822
Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m.
9:40 P.m.
 
 6 :oo a.m.
7:45 a.no
Leave Paducah  7:50 3.11L
Arrive Princeton  9:ao am.
Arrive Hopkinsville 
Arrive Nashville 
SOUTH BOUND
Leave St-Louis 
Leave Cairo 
Arrive Paducah 
136-836
9:40 a-nl.
1:50 p.m.
5:55 P.m.
7.40 
p.m.
3:ro p.m.
4:45 Pm. 
 
•
6:to p.m.
9:25 pm-
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains rela
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; +sling tot and 102 sleepers between Louie-
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train Sot connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City T cket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. !sf. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Kw.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lc tisyille, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, lo.
W. H. BRILL. D. P. AL. St. Loose .4
Dr. Sidney Smitb
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
Water and Oil Colors.
Mottos and Cs-Loaders
Framed right up to date in five mia.
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
larne•hus, •
on Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH
As we are in the midst of hot weather and sleeping is a tor-
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we have
at present. Come one come at .and hear his muse at 6o6 S. 4th.
at., produced by the only talking machine, not only of U. S. but
of the world. The Victor and th e Zonophone talkirig machines
from Sio to Sto(1 put within the reach of the poor as well as the
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
s
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, zo in. 6oc. 12 in.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic records from Sias:), $2.00, $3.00,
$4.00. $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalena
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gazorz and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before purchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect .We
don't sell second hand machinsa or records. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We tarry a full stock of
needela and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-
phone.. I have 500 new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest handi both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts- will be
from 7 p. m. to to p. m. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to too pieces every night. Remember' that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about e ither the Victor or sZonophone•
machines, also care of records.
I remain your talking machi me setena
DON GILBERTO,
THE TALKING MACHINE 'M AN OF Paducah and don't Too
forget it. 6o6 S. 4th. St. Paduc fah, Ky. I.
a
LANGSTAFFen0kMIIMANUFte,ACTURING COMPA
"r 
• •
P.41 1.40 C 46".*ltI y"r  (
4. • .•
.31(.11fig
„
J• 
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1
Yellow
Pine
ILI Gum M Ash B
 Maple E
 Oak RPoplar Beech Walnut Elm Sash, Doors,Blinds,Interior
FinishGUM, BEECH klib OAK FUMING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED; HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. TWIN BRAND---OUR OWN MAKE
oth Phones 26.
Smoke
We want you to know
that we keep everything for
the convenience and comfort
of the smoker. Not only the
choicest line of Cigars,Cigar-
ettes and Tobacco, but
Briar Wood Pipes
Meerschaum Pipes
Corn Cob Pipes
T. D. Clay Pipes
Pipe Cleaners
Match Buxes
Cigar Holders
Cigarette Holders
Our Cigars are kept in per-
fect condition and this is what
the panicular, critical smoker
requires. We handle all the
popular brands of Cigars, in-
cluding the various "National"
brands which have proved
themselves so deservedly pop-
ular. ,
Whatever Your Cigar Taste
We Can Suit it Exactly.
McPherson's
Drug Store.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY
4.
 4. fffff 4
•
• LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF ".
.s.
• ••• + + • +
--
-Cecil Mit i-year-old son of Mrs
H. Renfro, 418 Noiton street, was
•!tijured by being run over by
zi rlittcster wagon yeste.rday. The :it.-
'" !el:ow fell while trying to cross
front tif. the wagon.
-The U. D. C. si:1 meet with .Mra
Ji, eph Thompson., 53o Jefferson
street. Tuesday to select delegates to
•tate and national conventions.
-L S. Du Bois has purchased the
ii -acrest of Messrs. Louis and George
Kolb in the firm of Du Bois & Kolb.
Ile will take over the business Sept. S.
-M.ss Bertie Howell, bookkeeper
tor the Cumberland Telephone corn-
rany in some manner ruptured a Antal
L•ood .vessel in her left foot yeater-
ey and attendance of physician was
necessary:
-The I. C. is tea; spend $5,000 •11
equipping/ an office in the Palmer
Pcnise. and will he ready when thc
r-pairs to the hotel are complete.
-The Padyeahli Military Band will
:it Pear id their ntw tin :fortes in the
• - day osraete tomorrow. the tog-
:rr*Ving yesterda,y
finrered uentr‘. -tired the
•-• -^ of Alias Liran a:6yr).
- V shortly a:ter she arrtv,oil
here. She reported the theft to the
10/ice.
Just Received
.. 100
F'outtil 3 Best
Linen
Writing Paper
25
cents per pound
• 
R. W. WILKER CO.,
DRUCK/IRTS.
Fifth and I:roadway.
Both Phones 175.
We Are Making Very Low Prices on House Bills.
+ + + •:-
PERSONAL NOTES. +
H. W. Unr:., *II leave this Morn-
for Milw.. where he will at•
feud Concordia College this coming
year.
H. A. Brown of. Adanaville was in
tfie city on busines , yesterday.
R. R. Nicho's, a business man of
iluntington, W. Va. is in the city.
T. F. Gared of Quincey. was in
city yesterday.
H. A. Holdman of Cov ngton.
Tenn., is here on business.
J. D. King. chief detective of the
I. C. railroad, is at. the New Rich-
w;th his wife and ch ldren.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Rogers. a
married. couple trom Carter•
,.'tte. !It ,' stopped at the New Rich-
min last night on their way to visit
friends at .Hophinsvffe.
Mrs. I.. A. 4Washington returned
-t night from a several week's visit
to
Mrs. W. C. Eubands and son re-
tinned from Hubble, Ky., yesterday
(\ here they have been visiting for sev•
raj days.
Atss. Mary Roberts, who has been
ti e guest of Mrs. C. H. Clark. 713
flan- sun street, returned to her home
zt Chicago yesterday.
. Vera. JJoknsion returned last
night h visit to Indianapolis.
Mrs. It 0. Sian and daughter of
Denver are the guests of Mrs Harr,
G. Johnston. sot south Sixth.
NliSs JJettie Thomas. of Wingo,
attiVed yesterday to 'spend the winter.
..he is the guest of 'Mrs. Mildred
-m(77pbell.
Notice to Candidates.
Any who are desirous of becoming
a candidate fOr Tity..office before the
democratic primary election, to be
Ireld on Sept. 20. 1906, are hereby giv-
en notice that the names of all as-
pirants must be enrolled with me by
the evening of Wednesday, Sept. 5.
This the law governing primary
elections. Very respectfully,
JAS. M. LANG.
Acting cecretary.
-Born on Capital Hill. Denver,
Col.. to M. and Mrs. 'E. V. Lenard,
a fine boy on August 30.
Tax Payers' Notice!
Paducah, Ky, September r. 1906.
You are hereby notified that all
persons owning or having in their
possession, or under their control as
agent, guardian, or committee, exe•
entor, admnistrator, curator, trustee,
receiver, commissioner, or otherwise.
realty, tangible, or intangible per.
sonal property, on the 15th day of
**Weber. are ;croaked on or before
the 1st day of October to give the
rt.sessor a, true and complete list of
same, with true cash value thereof.
P..4 of the isth day of September,
a-1de( oath. upon forms to be furn-
ished on application by said assessor
at his office. and that all merchants
of the city doing business for them-
or others shall n like manner
rtiti in addition thereto, state the
ighest .amount in value of goods,
wares, and merchandise, owned or
kept on hand for sale by said mer-
chants, during the three months next
ccting such isth day of Septem
Prompt attent on to this will save
property ownerS additional cost.
STEWART DICK. Assessor.
Office, room 9 City Hal!.
Approved; D. A. Yeiser, Mayor,
LOUISVILL'S DEATH RATE.
Shows a Decided Decrease and
Health Is Good.
Louisville, Ky.. Sept. I.-The death
tate in Louisville in ono (for the year
ending August 31), was 16.05 per
thousand. In 19o5 it was 16.79, and
in 1904. 17.56. The decrease is largely
due to fofrty less deaths front con-
sampfon.
The death rate was reduced among
the colored people from 25.6 in 1905
to 24.5 in 1906. due to ;mproved man-
ner of living, and to better sanitary
regulations.
The death rate among children un-
eer one year of age was reduced t9
deaths. due, Dr. Allen claims, to im-
;o•ovement of the mi•k supply.
There were forty less deaths front
consumpfon-the total of the dead
from tuberculosis fotr the year being
501. against 541 last year.
A significant feature of the report
is that eighteen persons who died
lived to be over too years of age,
and 131 !iced to be between eighty
znd n net)', and 345 between seventy
and eighty,
"NOTICE OF SHIPPERS."
On account of national holida) -
Labor Day-Monday, September ,;
these companies will not receive or
deliver freight on that date.
E. S. BURNEANL Agent, N. C S
Ry.
J. T. DONOVAN. Agent, I. C. R. R
When needing first-ctass table cer-
vice at parties or dinings, phone 2352.
Dick Logan
LOUISVILLE'S BIG CHECK.
Proceeds of Ste of Lighting Fran-
chise Goes in TetaillrY.
Lou sville, _Ky., Sept. 1-On the
last day of the fiscal year the largest
check paid to teh city clueing • the
municipal year of 1906 was presented
to the city treasurer by the Kien-
tucks- Electric company. Donald Mc-
Donald. president of the new corn-
any. Donald McDonald, president
of the new company. appeared at the
(Ace of the city treasurer yeste
morning at it o'clock w th a c eck STRAYED-Sorrel horse, about td
fur $90,150, drawn on the American hands high. Any information of the
National bank. It is the balance of animal will be thankfully received.
the sum paid for the cectric franchise R. W. CHILD.
hy Lawrence Jones, who deposited
438 South Second 11 -
+ + + + + + +
• POPULAR WANTS. +
+ + + + + + + + + + + + +
FREE dirt 500 loads Jackson and
Twenty-Eighth. 'Phone 1865.
SHOE repair shop old stand 207
South Fourth, Ito.
FINE litfe store or shop 15x50
only $15. Ring up 1865.
FOR RENT-Room for rent at
314 North Sixth St.
WANTED-A good cook; Good
wages. Apply 209 North Fifth street.
FOR SALE-7-13o feet iron fence.
Apply I. D. Wilcox, Sixth and Ken-
tucky ave.
WANTED-A good cook at 731
Kentucky avenue; good wages. Geo.
Langstaff.
FURNITURE bought and sold
Williams, 538 South Third street'
New phone 900A.
FOR SALE-Two hand-power
freight elevators. Apply J. R. Smith
& Son.
WANTED-Five or ten men.
miles on Cairo road, from Paducah;
$t per day and board-Noble Farm.
UMBRELLA repairing done at
311 South Third street on short no
cc.
•••••••.•••••
FOR RENT-.-Eletorrt furnished
upstairs room with bath, toilet, gas.
znd fuel 837 Jefferson Street-
$9oo cash buys seven 30x165 foot
los one block of Watts Boulevard.
F. J. McELWEE. 317 N Seventh st.
WANTED-Position by exper-
ienced stenographer. Capable of
doing all office work. Address "J."
Reg ster.
LOST--$5.00 bill at City German
or First National Bank, Aug. 27, be-
tween tr and la 1. TM Reward 113
South Second.
$10,0oo at the time the bid was made. WANTED-A man to travel ,n
The check is one of the argest ever Oenteal Kentucky. Expereeps ad-
Mrs. Mollie Radford. of Elva, Ky. vanced. Salary weekly. J. E. Me-
is the guest of Mrs. George Ingram, Brady St Co., Mfgs., Chicago.
157 Farly place.
Mrs. Lillie Campbell, of
Tenn., is visiting Miss Essie
well, on South Ninth street.
Eagle Redeems Trolley Fraternity Building.
The BrooklyCnheRcairLoid Transit corn- Mr E. T.Bottrquin, Steinway piano
pany now gives a rebate check to its tuner, of Cincinnati, will arrive Sat-
Coney T.:land patrons in return for urrlay and will be in the city for a
the second fare which they are obliged few wed". All orders will receive
'Frisco Adjustments Completed.
The New York underwriters, the
Citizens of Missouri, and the Hart-
ford have closed their adjusting of-
t -CS at San Franc:sea having com-
pleted the settlement of al their in-
dividual losses. They had 22 ad-
justers there, representing the New
York underwriters, the Citizens of
Missouri and the Hartford and they
lizel a farewell banquet at the Te-
cuan Tavern the last evening of their
stay.% J. J. Purcell and Niarmar
ring will remain to close up the
committee losses outstanding-From
Journal to Commerce 'and Commerce
Bititetin.
The first two compa&es named are
represented in Padsocah by Abram L.
1Veil & Co.
Dr, Reynolds, the oculist. ha
eel his office from the Fratcrn ty
briatling to rooms over Riley Sr Cooks1000.10111.1111•11111.01,1!“1111111061,81141 on South Sixth uear Broadway.
Au.
Brooklyn
Parts
Black-
to pay. These checks will he redeemed
by the company at five cents each if
the courts decide that the second five-
FOR SALE-Vacant lots Thir-
teenth to Fourteenth streets, north
sidr„, Harrison street; reasonable. In
qu're Dr. Blythe second floor
prompt attention. Old phone 1446.
WANTED FOR U. S. .4.P.MY-
Able-bodied unmarried men betweencent fare is illegal. The Eagle ac-
saes of at and 35; citizens of Unitedcepts the checks in payment for cop- 
States, of good character an teame-
cents. If the railroad company
ies of the paper, which sell for three sis rate habits. who can speak, read and
compelled to redeem the rebate tick- write English.. For information ap•
ets, the Eagle will retain only the ply to Reef-111one Officer, New Rich-
regular price of the paper and will frond House, Paducah, Ky.
turn the balance over to tihe News
boys'Home of Brooklyn. Should, the
decision be the other way the paper
states that it will 'sustain a loss-in the public interest. The advertiser
wins in either case.
-Printers' Ink.
The Recrister, TO Crillit net week.
--Burglars visited the tin shop of
W. L. Berry St Co.. on Kentucky ave..
Friday night, but did not get awry
with anything, contenting themselves
With mixing up the pots and pans
rather ororniscritm
A Seth Thomas 512.00Mantel Clock for
Roger's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set,  
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a set, 
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons. a set 
 
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 30 per cent, off of regular price.Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at so per cent.off regular price-you must see this line to estimate fully the bargiansare offering.
A special reduction on every article in our stole for to days only-strictly Jog cash-
Our repairs must give you satis faction.
Eyes tested free.
4- Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement, for $8.45.
4;31°5 re 66
.75
$z.so
Eye-See Jewelry Co.
315 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.
J. A. KONETZKA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
az Years Experience,
,••• 
WC
• • • I I I I I MI MI lp
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Stearn Boiler-
Driapbell Block,
°Welk Ii hone 369. - - Residence Phone 726•
/h.'kW. HUGHES. /
t• 7 -1
I t;
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONE 484-a MENSIDENCIC PHONE ems
 
 I
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
5% Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power tor.
to Horse Power Motor.
I 200 Light Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
ter-123 North Fourth Street.
 11
Court Notes.
Suits-V. E Billington against the
Mergenthaler-Horton Basket and Ma-
chine company for $6,000 damages. lie
was struck by a log at the logrhate
on June v, 1906, and injured. S. A
Nli,rri•on against B. G. Wallace fol
St o. J. M. McKinney against Re.
hecca Wastffitirn for the possession of
a strip of ground.:
Deeds filed--Andrew Homburg ti
R. C. Smiley property in the counts
$1 and. other considerations. D. H
Bellew to R. L. Massie, property it
the county, $800; W. 111. Bellew tr
Guy R. Murphy, property in the coun•
tfANtlis
/
TEACHER'S ELECTION.
Pupils May Select Theis
Teacher.
John J Dorian's school w:11
work Monday. Sept. loth
The courses include al' the English
tranches, also Latin, Frenth, Short-
F.and and Bookkeeping.
For information call at corner, of
Fourth and Adams. Old 'phone t4714
Mrs
resume
Picture Framing.
rictures framed in correct flege
deliverer! when promised, 529 Broad'
way.
GENUINE,TRADEWATER _C REAL PITTSBURGLump 12c, Nut llc. 
OA 
Lump(' I 3c,INut 12c. ,
Let us have yourflorderinowfl • f AI "
A
West Kentucky Coal Co. •
incorprwated. 
-- --
Office Second and Ohio. 1143th Telephones 254.
•
5,
I
I.
